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Abstract
Semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (s-SWCNTs) are regarded as a promising
candidate for a wide range of applications. Particularly, tailored blends of single-walled
carbon nanotubes with polymers are ideally suited for organic solar cells (OSC) due to
their inherent stability, high carrier mobility and the tunability of optical band gaps. In
the past, the mixing of semiconducting and metallic SWCNTs and their aggregation into
bundles strongly hindered their practical applications. More recently, many techniques have
been developed to separate SWCNTs into chirality-pure single carbon nanotube samples.
Nowadays, the most common approach is non-covalent polymer or surfactant wrapping.
However, the characterization of these SWCNT samples is usually limited to a macroscopic
level and few studies have looked into the interaction between SWCNTs and the wrapping
agent on the single nanotube level. A comparison of the effects of different wrapping agents
could provide useful guideline for device fabrication.
Tip-enhanced near-field optical microscopy (TENOM) achieves 10 - 20 nm spatial re-
solution and substantial signal enhancement by employing an optical antenna such as a
gold tip to localize and enhance light-matter interactions. In the first part of the thesis,
we utilized TENOM to study the photoluminescence (PL) of single SWCNTs in different
sample materials and investigated their optical heterogeneity. We introduced a statistical
parameter to evaluate the intensity fluctuation of the near-field PL, which yields informa-
tion on the occurrence of exciton trapping sites and quenching defects. We compared the
results from different wrapping agents and post-synthesis treatment, and found that CVD-
synthesized SWCNTs, without further treatment together with PFO-BPy as wrapping
agent exhibits the highest level of optical homogeneity.
For TENOM and other types of scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) as
well, the presence of a far-field background from laser illumination of the sample lowers
the signal to background ratio and decreases detection sensitivity. The second part of the
thesis aims at suppressing the far-field background. We implemented a new tuning fork
configuration in which the tip oscillates normal to the sample surface in a tuning-fork
based TENOM setup, and drove an oscillation amplitude larger than the near-field decay
length. A switch with a tunable threshold was used to extract the far-field part, which was
subsequently subtracted from the total signal. Theoretical calculations were first performed
to find the optimal tip modulation depth and switch threshold. The new configuration was
finally applied to SWCNT PL imaging and was proven to significantly enhance the signal
to background ratio.
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Introduction
We are facing a global energy crisis. According to Renewables 2016 Global Status Report,
we just witnessed the highest world’s annual fossil fuel consumption in 2015 which takes
up more than 80% of total energy usage. Even if we neglect the effect of our growing
population, the detected oil and gas on earth will run out by 2060. Among renewable
energy sources, solar energy has attracted much attention due to its huge amount (3.5 -
7.0 KWh/m2 per day) and cleanness. Nowadays, the mainstream solar energy panels are
based on monocrystalline silicon, but their applications are limited by several issues such
as the high cost for silicon purification. As a new kind of device, organic solar cells (OSC)
feature several advantages over silicon solar cells: low cost, energy effective production, low
weight and semi-transparency. This makes them apt for novel applications like, building-
integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) with high market potential.
Semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (s-SWCNTs) are regarded as a promi-
sing candidate for a wide range of applications, such as biological imaging[1], gene or drug
delivery[2], energy storage[3], high-performance field effect transistors (FETs)[4], elements
in telecommuniation systems[5], molecular sensors[6] and so on. Moreover, tailored blends
of single-walled carbon nanotubes with polymers have great potential for organic solar cells
(OSC) due to their inherent stability, high carrier mobility and the tunability of optical
band gaps. However, it’s still challenging to control the chirality, aggregation, electronic
energy alignment and nanoscale morphology of SWCNT samples, and researchers have not
been able to manufacture profitable SWCNT-based OSCs with a satisfying efficiency and
long-term stability yet.
Since their invention in early 17th century, optical microscope have been widely used
to detect the optical properties of materials. While enormous progress in manufacturing
of optical components has been made, all glass-based microscopes have an ultimate limit
for spatial resolution, which origins from the diffraction of light and is therefore deno-
ted as diffraction limit. In confocal laser scanning microscopy, the diffraction limit can
be improved by reducing the excitation wavelength and exploiting an on objective lens
with a larger numerical aperture (NA). Nevertheless, the best diffraction limited spatial
resolution that can be achieved in this way is still a few hunderd nanometers, which is
much larger than the size of single molecules or low dimensional nanostructures. This size
mismatch prevents us from detailed investigations of nanomaterials and therefore must
be overcome. Both far-field and near-field techniques have been developed to achieve this
goal. The setup we use is named tip-enhanced near-field optical microscopy (TENOM) as
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one of the near-field techniques. By employing the locally enhanced electric field at the
apex of a sharp gold tip, 10 -20 nm spatial resolution and substantial signal enhancement
could be realized[7]. TENOM has been applied to a variety of nanomaterials including
single molecules[8], 0D nanomaterials such as quantum dots[9], 1D nanomaterials such as
SWCNTs[10, 11]and inorganic semiconducting nanowires[12], 2D nanomaterials including
graphene[13] and transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs)[14]. In addition, it is not only
applicable to purely optical spectroscopy but also to photcocurrent and electroluminescence
detection[15].
The European initial training network POCAONTAS (Polymer-Carbon Nanotubes Ac-
tive Systems for Photovoltaics) aimed at developing highly efficient and stable OSCs based
on tailored blends of polymers with SWCNTs. It involves 14 research institutions and
industrial partners all over Europe. The first three years of my PhD was sponsored by
POCAONTAS. In this network we were responsible for nanoscale characterization and our
main tasks included investigating: (1) the optical and structural heterogeneity of polymer
wrapped SWCNT; (2) the influence of defects and quenching sites; (3) SWCNT-polymer
interactions with the help of TENOM.
This thesis is structured as follows. The first section of Chapter 1 focuses on basic
concepts and physical properties of SWCNT. Starting from the discussion of the electronic
energy dispersion relation of graphene using the tight-binding approach, the band structure
of SWCNTs is obtained from zone-folding. Afterwards, the optical response of SWCNTs
- Raman scattering and photoluminescence (PL) is described and an emphasis is put on
excitons and PL. Since the first part of the experimental work was conducted under the
framework of POCAONTAS, in the second section we briefly review the development of
SWCNT-based organic solar cells.
Chapter 2 describes the principles of tip-enhanced near-field optical microscopy (TE-
NOM). Firstly we discuss the diffraction limit of conventional optical microscopy using
the angular spectrum representation. Then we introduce the principles of optical antennas
and describe the near-field distribution of them, which gives rise to sub-diffraction spatial
resolution. The gap plasmon mode, with its stronger field confinement and improved spa-
tial resolution, has attracted much attention in the past years. A short summary about its
mechanism is given. Subsequently we describe the signal enhancement in near-field mea-
surements. Here, the conventional model based on electromagnetic enhancement is briefly
reviewed, and then a few recently proposed new mechanisms which could better explain
the sub-nanometer resolution and substantially high enhancement in experimental works
are addressed.
Chapter 3 is a summary of all the experimental approaches used in this thesis. The
synthesis procedures of different SWCNT samples are presented in the first section. In the
second section we start from the confocal microscope, which is the fundamental part of the
TENOM setup. A sketch showing the excitation, detection path and all the optical elements
is included. Following that we move to the additional features of TENOM, including the
laser mode conversion, the scanning head, the tip-sample distance control by shear-force
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feedback and shortly described how to align the tip position in x,y plane (tip centering). In
the last section we introduce the fabrication and characterization of sharp gold tips used
as optical antenna in TENOM.
Chapter 4 and 5 present the experimental results. Chapter 4 is related to the experi-
mental work conducted under the framework of POCAONTAS. As-synthesized SWCNTs
consist of a mixture of metallic and semiconducting ones, and they tend to aggregate into
bundles. A large number of polymers and surfactants have been applied to sort the SW-
CNTs into chirality-pure single nanotube samples in the literature. We utilized TENOM
with 10 - 20 nm spatial resolution and substantial signal enhancement to study the local PL
along single wrapped SWCNTs in different samples. A statistical parameter was introduced
to evaluate the optical heterogeneity of these nanotubes for the first time, which indica-
tes the occurrence of exciton trapping sites. We then compared the results from different
wrapping agents and different post-synthesis treatment, and found the combination exhi-
biting the highest level of optical homogeneity. In addition, defects are known to quench
the PL of SWCNT and are detrimental to solar cell device performance. We generated
photo-induced defects with high excitation power on single nanotubes and observed how
these defects affect the near-field PL.
Chapter 5 addresses the question of how to suppress the far-field background and
improve the signal to background ratio in TENOM. We implemented a new tuning fork
configuration in which the tip oscillates normal to the sample surface in the TENOM
setup and drove a large oscillation amplitude so that the far-field signal is much stronger
than the remaining near-field signal during the upper part of the oscillation. In order to
separate near-field and far-field contributions, we explored two methods, one using a lock-in
amplifier and the other based on a tunable switch. It was found that the first method was
valid only for high signal intensities, while the second is much more versatile due to the
tunable threshold of the switch. Theoretical calculations were first performed to determine
the optimal modulation depth and switch threshold. Subsequently, the new configuration
was applied to SWCNT PL imaging and was proven to significantly enhance the signal to
background ratio after far-field subtraction.
Finally, we summarize the most important experimental results in the thesis and give an
outlook suggesting further investigations for the discussed subjects. The appendix contains
the Matlab scripts for the theoretical calculations in chapter 5.
4 Introduction
Chapter 1
Single-walled carbon nanotubes
Single-walled carbon nanotubes(referred to as SWCNTs from now on) are hollow cylinders
of rolled-up graphene sheets. They were first discovered in 1993 [16]. Although it is alrea-
dy two decades ago, the research interest in its fundamental properties and exploitation
through a huge number of applications never stopped due to their exceptional mechanical,
optical, electronic and optoelectronic properties.
In this chapter, we first describe the geometric structure of carbon nanotubes and then
obtain their band structure from the known graphene properties through the so-called
zone-folding procedure. Afterwards, we introduce the two most important optical pro-
cesses namely Raman scattering and Photoluminescence. Finally we give a review about
SWCNT-based photovoltaic devices with an emphasis on recent developments in the last
few years.
1.1 Basic Concepts and Physical Properties
1.1.1 Structure of SWCNT
SWCNTs can be regarded as seamless cylinders that are rolled up from a single narrow
graphene ribbon. Fig. 1.1 shows how to construct a single nanotube from a graphene sheet.
Obviously, there are many different rolling up directions with respect to the lattice, which
will result in different structures and thus properties. The roll-up direction is characterized
by the chiral vector ~Ch, which can be expressed by the two graphene lattice vectors ~a1 and
~a2 as:
~Ch = n · ~a1 +m · ~a2 (1.1)
Here the two positive integers n and m are called chiral indexes and (n,m) is commonly
used to uniquely define a particular tube, known as the chirality. The graphene will be
rolled in the way that the starting point of the vector meets the endpoint, in other words
the length of ~Ch is the circumference of the nanotube. Then we could easily calculate the
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Figure 1.1: Construction of a (6,5) SWCNT unit cell by rolling up a rectangular stripe of
graphene. The edges of the sheet are defined by the chiral vector ~Ch and the translation
vector ~T perpendicular to ~Ch. The chiral vector is defined by the graphene lattice vectors
~a1 and ~a2. For the case of a (6,5) SWCNT: ~Ch = 6 · a1 + 5 · a2. Rolling up the rectangular
sheet, so that point O coincides with point A and point B with point B’, resulting in the
quasi-1D cylindrical unit cell of the SWCNT. Figure is generated from an online source[17].
nanotube diameter d:
d =
| ~Ch |
π
= a
√
n2 +m2 + nm
π
(1.2)
The directional relation of the chiral vector ~Ch to the graphene lattice vector ~a1 is
defined by the chiral angle θCh:
θCh = arccos
2n+m
2
√
n2 +m2 + nm
(1.3)
Due to the symmetry of the graphene 2D honeycomb lattice, (n,m) and (m,n) represent
the same kind of nanotube. Thus all the possible chiralities can be described within the
limit n ≥ m ≥ 0. According to equation 1.3, we have 0◦ ≤ θCh ≤ 30◦.
Depending on the value of θCh, nanotubes can be categorized into three different groups:
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 zig-zag nanotubes: m = 0, θCh = 0
◦
 armchair nanotubes: n = m > 0, θCh = 30
◦
 chiral nanotubes: n 6= m > 0, 0◦ < θCh < 30◦
The names come from the pattern of the nanotube’s edge. For example, zig-zag tubes
exhibit a zig-zag pattern along the circumference. Both zig-zag and armchair tubes are
achiral tubes in contrast to other chiral tubes. Right-handed and left-handed nanotubes
with the same chirality can be distinguished by circular dichroism[18].
The translational vector ~T is the basis vector along the nanotube axis. Its length re-
presents the shortest distance between two equivalent carbon atoms in this direction. ~T is
expressed by:
~T =
2m+ n
dr
~a1 −
2n+m
dr
~a2 (1.4)
| ~T |=
√
3· | ~Ch |
dr
(1.5)
Here dr is the greatest common divisor of (2m+n) and (2n+m). Since ~Ch and ~T re-
spectively connect two equivalent carbon atoms around the tube and along the tube, the
unit cell of the tube can be seen as a rolled up rectangle with Ch and T as two sides, as is
shown in fig 1.1. The number of carbon atoms in a unit cell can be calculated by dividing
the rectangle surface area by half the area of graphene hexagons (one graphene hexagon
contains two carbon atoms):
Nc =
4(n2 +m2 + nm)
dR
(1.6)
We can see that for chiral nanotubes, the unit cell can get much larger than the graphe-
ne hexagon. For instance, a (6,5) nanotube has 182 carbon atoms per unit cell. However,
this means in reciprocal space, the first Brillouin zone is much smaller than that of gra-
phene.
Fig. 1.2 shows the real space and reciprocal space lattice of graphene.
The reciprocal lattice vectors ~k1 and ~k2 are given by:
~k1 =
(
1√
3
, 1
)
2π
a0
, ~k2 =
(
1√
3
,−1
)
2π
a0
(1.7)
In the direction of tube axis, which we denote as z-axis, the reciprocal lattice vector ~kz
corresponds to the translation vector ~T and its length is
kz =
2π
| ~T |
(1.8)
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A B
y
x
a1
a)
ky
kx
k2
K
K‘
MΓ
b)Real space lattice Reciprocal space lattice
a2
k1
Figure 1.2: a) Real space unit cell of graphene. The unit cell (grey shaded area) is defined by
real space lattice vectors ~a1 and ~a2. One unit cell contains two unequal carbon atoms, each
belonging to two intersecting sublattices, labeled as A (red circles) and B (blue circles).
b) The first Brillouin zone (BZ) of graphene (grey shaded area) with the high symmetry
points Γ, M and K(K’). ~k1 and ~k2 are the reciprocal lattice vectors. Figures adapted from
ref[19, 20].
Since the tube length is regarded as infinite, the wave vector kz is continuous, while the
first Brillouin zone in z-direction lies within
(
−π
|~T |
, π
|~T |
]
. Along the circumference, the wave
vector ~k⊥ is quantized due to the periodic boundary condition
m · λ = | ~Ch | =⇒ k⊥ = m ·
2π
| ~Ch |
(1.9)
where m is an integer with values -N/2 + 1 ,...0,1,..., N/2 given that 2N is the number
of carbon atoms in a unit cell. The boundary condition can be explained in the following
way: the wave function of a quasi-particle such as an electron must have a phase shift
of multiples of 2π along the circumference, otherwise it will vanish due to destructive
interference. From another perspective, the number of carbon atoms in the unit cell limits
the number of nodes the wave function can have, thus constrains the wave vector within a
certain range.
The quantized wave vector ~k⊥ and reciprocal lattice vector ~kz are derived from the
conditions:
~kz · ~Ch = 0 ~kz · ~T = 2π
~k⊥ · ~Ch = 2π ~k⊥ · ~T = 0 (1.10)
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which yields
~kz =
m
N
~k1 −
n
N
~k2 ~k⊥ =
2n+m
Ndr
~k1 +
2m+ n
Ndr
~k2 (1.11)
Then the first Brillouin zone can be defined by wave vectors ~k:
~k = m · ~K⊥ + t ·
~Kz
| ~Kz |
, −π/ | ~T |≤ t ≤ π/ | ~T (1.12)
It consists of N lines parallel to tube axis with a length of 2π/ | ~T |, and separated by
2π/ | ~Ch |. As an example, figure 1.3 shows the first Brillouin zone of a (4,2) nanotube.
Here N = 2 ∗ (42 + 22 + 4 ∗ 2)/2 = 28 so there are altogether 28 lines labeled from -13 to
14. This has a huge effect on the electronic band structure of the nanotube, which will be
discussed in details in the next section.
Figure 1.3: The Brillouin zones of (4,2) nanotube with respect to the reciprocal lattice.
Along the nanotube circumference, the k values are quantized due to the boundary condi-
tion. Along the tube axis the k values are continuous. Figures adapted from ref [21].
1.1.2 Electronic Structure
In this section we focus on the electronic states of SWCNTs. As a starting point, the
electronic energy dispersion relation of graphene will be discussed, with the help of tight-
binding approach. Then we introduce the concept of zone folding, from which the band
structure of carbon nanotubes can be directly obtained from that of graphene. This will
explain why there are semiconducting and metallic nanotubes. Finally we calculate the
density of states (DOS) in SWCNTs and show that the DOS is characterized by a series
of van-Hove singularities.
In graphene the 2s, 2px and 2py orbitals of carbon atoms form 3 in-plane sp
2 hybridized
orbitals, while the 2pz orbitals stick out of the plane and form delocalized π bonds with
neighbouring 2pz orbitals. In the unit cell of graphene which involves two carbon atoms,
all the three σ bonding orbitals are filled with six valence electrons and the π bond is filled
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with the other two electrons. The σ bonds are too far away from the Fermi energy level
to influence electronic transport, at least in the visible energy range[22]. The transitions
between π and π∗ orbitals have a dominating effect on the optical and electrical properties
of graphene.
We start from the well-known Schrödinger’s equation:
Ĥψ(k) = E(k)ψ(k) (1.13)
The wave function can be written as a linear combination of Bloch functions Φl(k):
ψ(k) =
∑
l
ClΦl(k) (1.14)
Φl(k) =
1√
N
N∑
i=l
eik·Rj,iφj(r−Rj,i) (1.15)
where N is the number of atoms in a unit cell, and φ is the normalized 2pz orbitals of
an isolated carbon atom. There are only two carbon atoms in a unit cell, so here l = 1 or
2. If we substitute the wave function in Eq. 1.13 by the expression of the Bloch functions
in Eq. 1.14, and multiply Φl(k)
∗ from left, we get:
C1[H11(k)− E(k)S11(k)] + C2[H12(k)− E(k)S12(k)] = 0
C1[H21(k)− E(k)S21(k)] + C2[H22(k)− E(k)S22(k)] = 0 (1.16)
where Hij are the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, Sij are the overlaps between
Bloch functions and E(k) is the eigen energy. The subscript 1 and 2 represent the two
kinds of carbon atom.
Hij = 〈Φi | H | Φj〉 Sij = 〈Φi | Φj〉 (1.17)
From Eq. 1.16 one can see that in order to have a non-trival solution of E, det[H−ES]
must equal 0. Then one needs to solve the elements of H and S. For the case of H11:
H11 =
1√
N
N∑
i=l
N∑
j=l
eik·(R1,j−R1,i) 〈Φ1(r−R1,i) | H | Φ1(r−R1,j)〉 (1.18)
Note that N=2 for graphene. Here we apply the “nearest neighbour“ approximation in
the sense that one atom will only interact with its nearest neighbours. Since one carbon
atom is always surrounded by 3 atoms of another type in the unit cell, in equation 1.18 we
only need to consider the condition when i=j. Then we have
H11 = 〈Φ1(r−R1) | H | Φ1(r−R1)〉 = ξ2p (1.19)
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ξ2p is the Fermi energy. Similarly, we have
S11 = 〈Φ1(r−R1) | Φ1(r−R1)〉 = 1 (1.20)
Atoms type 1 and 2 are chemically identical so H22 = H11, S22 = S11 = 1. For the
off-diagnoal elements we have:
H12 =
1√
N
N∑
i=l
3∑
j=l
eik·(R2,j−R1,i) 〈Φ1(r−R1,i) | H | Φ2(r−R2,j)〉 (1.21)
For each neighboring pair the interaction should be the same, so we can define
γ0 = −〈Φ1(r−R1,i) | H | Φ2(r−R2,j)〉 (1.22)
Then Eq. 1.21 can be rewritten as:
H12 = −
γ0
N
N∑
i=l
3∑
j=l
eik·δj = −γ0f(k) δj = R2,j −R1,i (1.23)
Here δj represent the position of atom type 2 with respect to atom type 1.
From figure 1.1 one can find the possible δj:
δ1 = (0,
a√
3
), δ2 = (
a
2
,− a
2
√
3
), δ3 = (−
a
2
,− a
2
√
3
) (1.24)
Then
f(k) = eikya/
√
3 + 2e−2kya/2
√
3cos(kxa/2) (1.25)
Similarly we have S12 = s0f(k). Finally the matrix of H and S are:
H =
[
ξ2p −γ0f(k)
−γ0f(k)∗ ξ2p
]
S =
[
1 −s0f(k)
s0f(k)
∗ 1
]
(1.26)
Then we obtain the energy:
E± =
ξ2p ± γ0 | f(k) |
1± s0 | f(k) |
(1.27)
Here ξ2p marks the origin of the energy axis and is often set to 0. γ0 and s0 can be
determined from experimental results, for example in ref [23] γ0=3.033 eV and s0=0.129. It
is noteworthy that the valence band and conduction band are actually not symmetric with
respect to the Fermi level due to the existence of s0. Since it doesn’t affect our conclusion,
in the following discussion we will take the simplified condition with s0=0. Fig. 1.4(a)
shows the band structure of graphene in the first Brillouin zone. π and π∗ bands intersect
at Kand K’ points, which makes graphene a zero-bandgap semiconductor. Close to these
points the dispersion relation has a linear slope and the energy surface has a cone-like
shape, as is shown in figure 1.4(b). The dispersion relation deviates from linear behavior
when the position moves away from K point. As we can see, at Γ point the splitting between
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π and π∗ bands is the largest, and the energy difference decreases faster from Γ to K than
from M to K. This phenomenon is named trigonal warping.
K
K'
M
Γ
a) b)
Figure 1.4: a) Electronic energy dispersion relation of graphene in the first Brillouin zone
with nearest neighbour tight-binding approximation. The high symmetry points Γ, M, K
and K’ are also indicated. The valence and conduction band cross at K and K’ points. b)
Linear energy dispersion relation near the K points. Figures adapted from ref [24].
In section. 1.1.1 we mentioned that the first Brillouin zone of carbon nanotubes are
parallel lines with a length of 2π/ | ~T |, and separated by 2π/ | ~Ch |. The length and
orientation of these lines depend on the chirality (n,m). The basic idea of zone-folding is
that the electronic band structure of a nanotube is determined by the graphene electronic
energies along the allowed k lines. Figure 1.5 illustrates the allowed k lines of a (3,3) na-
notube on graphene’s dispersion relation.
From the zone folding approximation one can understand the metallic and semiconduc-
ting character of SWCNTs. Previously we mentioned that the valence band and conduction
band cross at the K point of the Brillouin zone. If the allowed k lines go through the K
point, then the nanotube is metallic; otherwise it’s semiconducting with a band gap. Ac-
cording to figure 1.2, K = 2
3
k1 +
1
3
k2, thus a (n,m) nanotube is metallic if K satisfies the
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0
1
2
3
Figure 1.5: Illustration of the zone-folding approach for a (3,3) nanotube. The red dashed
lines are the allowed k values which represent the first Brillouin zone. Each line cuts through
the graphene dispersion relation and creates a pair of conduction and valence band. Due to
limitation of space, only the lines with m=0,1,2,3 in Eq. 1.12 in the upper half of graphene
band are shown here. In this case, the allowed k lines go through K point.
boundary condition:
K ·Ch =
1
3
(2k1 + k2)(na1 +ma2) =
2π
3
(2n+m) = t · 2π (1.28)
So 2n+m needs to be a multiple of three. This was firstly reported by Hamada[25] and
Saito[26]. Figure 1.6 (a) shows the conductivity of some low index chiralities. It’s easy to
see that one third of all possible SWCNTs are metallic. The nanotubes can be further
divided into three categories: metallic, semiconducting type I (S1), semiconducting type II
(S2), depending on the relative position of the allowed k lines with respect to the K point
as illustrated in figure 1.6 (b) to (d). For semiconducting SWCNTs, the K point is always
between two adjacent cutting lines with a distance of 1/3 | ~K⊥ | to the closest one. S1
type refers to the SWCNTs with the closest cutting line on the left of the K point, thus
the first energy band comes from cutting the K → Γ energy contour. On the contrary,
the closest cutting line of S2 type is on the right side of K, so their first energy band is
the intersection of K → M energy contour. Due to trigonal warping, type I and II pos-
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sess different energy separations of the bands and hence different optical transition energies.
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Figure 1.6: a) The conductivity of some low index nanotubes. The black and white circles
respectively represent metallic and semiconducting SWCNTs. All the armchair SWCNTs
with n=m are metallic. Figure is adapted from ref[19]. b) When the allowed wave vector
k lines go through K point, the SWCNT is metallic. c)-d) When the allowed k lines don’t
go through K point, the SWCNT is semiconducting. Depending on the relative position of
closest line with respect to K, left (S1) or right (S2), the lines cut through different energy
dispersion relation. For S1 and S2 SWCNTs with similar diameters, this results in different
energy bandgap and optical transition energies. Figures adapted from ref[27].
Generally, zone folding approach is a fast and reliable method for electronic states close
to Fermi level and large diameter nanotubes with d∼ 1.5nm. It should be pointed out that
zone folding has its limitations: it doesn’t take the curvature of nanotube into considera-
tion. The curvature of SWCNT changes the C-C distance and the angle of hexagons, then
the assumption of equivalent neighbors is not valid[28]. In addition, the mixing of σ and
π bonds will take place due to non-orthogonality, which moves kF away from the K-point
along the circumferential direction and opens a small bandgap at the K-point[29]. The cur-
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vature effect becomes stronger as the tube diameter decreases. For tubes with d≤0.5nm,
zone folding results are not trustworthy any more. In these cases ab-initio calculations
usually provide a more accurate solution and obtain good agreements with experimental
results[22, 30].
Another important electronic property tightly linked to the optical transition of SW-
CNTs is the electronic density of states (DOS). The DOS is defined as the number of
electronic states between energy E and E+4E and it depends on the slope of the disper-
sion relation. The DOS n(E) for i one-dimensional system is[31]:
n(E) =
2
q | kz |
∑
i
∫
dkzδ(kz − ki)(|
∂E±(k⊥, kz)
∂kz
|)−1 (1.29)
Here q | kz | is the total area of the Brillouin zone and ki are the roots of E −
E±(k⊥, kz) = 0. Close to Fermi energy, we approximate the energy bands to be straight
lines close to K. Then n(E) is derived to be:
n(E) =
4a0
π2dγ0
N/2∑
m=−N/2
{
| E | /
√
E2 − (Em)2, | E |>| Em |.
0, | E |<| Em |.
(1.30)
Where m · ~K⊥ + t · ~Kz is the allowed wave vector (Eq. 1.12) of a (n1, n2) chirality
nanotube, and Em is expressed by:
Em =
a0γ0√
3d
| 3m− n1 − n2 | (1.31)
For metallic nanotubes, Em = 0 refers to the valence and conduction band which cross
each other at the K point. It is important to note that for Em = 0, n(E) is a constant
and different from zero. For semiconducting nanotubes, Em > 0 so the density of states
will be zero when | E |<| Em |. For both kinds of tubes, at E = Em n(E) exhibits a
single spike, this is referred to as van-Hove singularity. Fig. 1.7 shows the energy band
and corresponding density of states of metallic and semiconducting SWCNT. Generally, a
van-Hove singularity(vHs) is a non-smooth point in density of states of a crystalline solid.
In carbon nanotubes, they represent the discontinuous peaks at different Em values. The
existence of vHs was first experimentally proved by scanning tunneling microscopy[32] and
resonance Raman scattering[33].
Apparently, strong optical transitions will happen between mirror imaged pairs of van
Hove singularities. We use Eii to note the transition energy between number i peaks. Based
on linear approximation near K point, E11 of metallic and semiconducting CNTs can be
written as:
EM11 ≈ 6a0t/
√
3dt E
S
11 ≈ 2a0t/
√
3dt (1.32)
This equation is valid if the tube diameter is large enough (≥ 1.5nm) such that the
distance from the K point lies within linear dispersion range, then the transition energy is
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Figure 1.7: Energy bands and corresponding density of states of a) a metallic (6,6) SWCNT
and b) semiconducting (5,0) SWCNT. The results are calculated according to the nearest
neighbor tight-binding model with parameters ξ2p = 0, s0 = 0 and γ0 = 3.0. Van-Hove
singularities appear at local maxima or minima of the band energy relation. For a metallic
nanotube, valence and conduction bands meet and the DOS is constant between the first
pair of vHs; while for a semiconducting nanotube the DOS is zero within this region, leading
to a clear direct band gap.
inversely proportional to the tube diameter. When the tube diameter gets smaller, a certain
amount of deviation occurs. In addition, Eii of S1 and S2 CNTs with similar diameter will
split because of the trigonal effect. In 1999, Hiromishi Kataura firstly calculated Eii of
a wide range of tube chiralities according to the tight-binding model and plotted them
against the tube diameter, which is named Kataura plot[34].
Figure 1.8 shows the latest Kataura plot containing both experimental and calculation
results[35]. It could be seen that deviations from the linear relationship emerges when 1/dt
gets larger, also the energy difference between S1 and S2 becomes much more clear. For
higher transitions, some data points tend to gather together. These data points come from
the chiralities with the same (2n+m) value, commonly referred to as the same family.
These tubes have similar diameters but various chiral angles and thus different influence
of trigonal warping which results in slight energy variation.
The optical transitions of SWCNTs have a strong polarization dependence. The Eii
(longitudinal) transitions, which are just mentioned above, occur between valence and
conduction bands from the same line of Brillouin zone, thus 4k⊥ = 0, these transitions
only interact with the field parallel to tube axis, in other words they are polarized along
tube axis.
The Eij (transverse) transitions with i 6= j are also possible. In this case, they originate
from different cutting lines in the Brillouin zone and 4k⊥ ≥ 2π/Ch 4k‖. These transi-
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Figure 1.8: Transition energies E11, E22, E33, E44 as a function of 1/dt. Circles and tri-
angles indicate S1 and S2 type CNTs. Open and solid symbols represent calculation and
experimental results, respectively. Figure is adapted from ref [35].
tions are polarized perpendicular to the tube axis. Longitudinal transitions are responsible
for most optical features of SWCNT, however, transverse transitions also show small but
distinct absorption peaks[36, 37].
Figure 1.9 displays the selection rules for electronic transitions in SWCNTs by excita-
tion with light polarized parallel and perpendicular to the tube axis within the first two
pairs of van Hove singularities.
1.1.3 Excitons and Photoluminescence
SWCNT’s optical properties are to a large extent determined by excitons (strongly bound
electron-hole pairs). Their emission in the NIR or IR region, i.e. photoluminescence (PL)
originates from the radiative recombination of excitons. In this section we will first in-
troduce the concept of excitons and their fine structure, and then discuss the important
properties of PL.
Excitons
When light illuminates a non-transparent solid, excited electrons and holes are genera-
ted by photon absorption. Generally, the negatively charged electron and positive charged
hole are stabilized together through the attractive Coulomb force and form a two-particle
bound state which is called exciton. The binding energy Eb tells how strong the attractive
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Figure 1.9: Selection rules for transitions in semiconducting SWCNTs depending on inci-
dent light polarization. Only transitions between the first two sub-bands are shown here.
a) When the light is polarized along the tube axis, E11 and E22 transitions can occur. b)
When the light is polarized perpendicular to the tube axis, E12 and E21 transitions are
possible. Figure is adapted from ref [38].
interaction is. In bulk semiconductors, Eb is usually much smaller than kBT at room tem-
perature and the optical properties are dominated by free-particle interband transitions.
However, in 1D nanostructures such as SWCNT, the reduced dimensionality significantly
reduces the separation distance of electrons/holes and leads to strong electronic many-body
interactions. Therefore in SWCNTs Eb can be extremely large reaching a few hundred
eV[39, 40, 41, 42]. Compared to bulk semiconductors, SWCNTs exhibit clear excitonic
transitions at room temperature. Fig. 1.10 (a) is a scheme of the band structure and the
exciton energy. Here Eex refers to the energy of the exciton with respect to ground state.
The binding energy of the exciton depends on the mean distance between electron and
hole. If the distance decreases, Eb increases but the kinetic energy of electron-hole pair’s
relative motion also increases because of the uncertainty principle. This situation is very
similar to hydrogen atom model, and there are also certain optimum distances at which the
system is the most stable, like different orbitals in hydrogen atom. Fig. 1.10 (b) illustrates
the energy dispersion relation as a function of exciton center of mass wave vector kex. In the
context of the hydrogen atom model, the lowest exciton state can be identified as 1s ground
state with n=1, while higher lying states correspond to n=2,3,... up to the continuum may
occur (grey area). These energy levels have been experimentally observed.[43]
Fig. 1.10 (c) is a qualitative illustration of Eii energy bands against kex. Only the lowest
energy level for each energy band is shown. It is important to note that although SWCNTs
absorb strongly at Eii peaks, PL emission predominantly happens at E11 due to very
efficient and fast non-radiative relaxation from higher order states to the E11 state[44, 45].
As mentioned before, there are two unequal carbon atoms in graphene’s unit cell, the-
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Figure 1.10: a) Band structure and density of states of the first sub-band. Due to the
exciton binding energy Eb, optical resonances happen at exciton energy Eex instead of Eg.
b) Schematic of the exciton energy as a function of exciton center of mass wave vector
kex. Similar to the hydrogen atom, different excitonic energy levels correspond to different
electron-hole separation distance and symmetries. c) Exciton states from the first three
sub-band transitions. Figure is adapted from ref [38].
refore in the momentum space of SWCNT there are two equivalent valleys (labeled as
K and K’ in Figure 1.11 (a)). This has important consequences for the optically allowed
excitonic transitions. The concept of direct exciton transitions described above refers to
electron-hole pairs in the same valley, i.e. KK or K’K’ configuration. Indirect excitons refer
to KK’ or K’K. Altogether there exist 4 singlet and 12 triplet exciton states for a parti-
cular sub-band of SWCNT[46, 47]. The two degenerate direct excitons KK and K’K’ will
couple and form different states with higher or lower energies. Only one state is optically
allowed and referred to as bright exciton, while all the other states including indirect ones
are optically forbidden and named as dark excitons. The relative ordering of bright and
dark direct excitons, however, can be quite complicated. It was found that for the 1st sub-
band transition, the dark exciton has a lower energy than the bright one for all SWCNT
chiralities[48]. This is shown in Figure 1.11 (b). On the other hand, the indirect excitons
possess a large momentum linking K and K’ valleys and have the largest energy. These
“K-momentum” dark excitons have been experimentally confirmed[49]. Figure 1.11 (c) is
a scheme of exciton energy levels containing both direct and indirect excitons.
PL
Quantum Yield. The excitons in SWCNTs can’t exist for very long time, they will decay
either radiatively or non-radiatively. Non-radiative pathways include intrinsic processes
(exciton-phonon coupling, trap states of defect/impurity/tube end, Auger recombination,
etc) and extrinsic processes (e.q. energy transfer to neighbouring molecules). The lifetimes
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Figure 1.11: a) K and K’ valleys give rise to 4 electron-hole configurations. b) Bright and
dark excitons energy dispersion relation close to the point kex = 0. The energy of dark
exciton is below the bright one. c) The distribution of indirect and direct exciton energy
levels. Indirect (KK’ or K’K) excitons are marked as K-momentum excitons (dotted line)
and they have the highest energy. Figure is adapted from ref [38].
τr, τnr describe the time scales on which the ground state is repopulated by photon or
phonon emission through specific processes. From this, one can get the decay rates kr =
1/τr, knr = 1/τnr representing how fast the radiative and non-radiative decay occur. The
quantum yield (QY) η is an important parameter, which is the ratio of emitted photons
to absorbed photons:
η =
nemitted
nabsorbed
=
kr
kr + knr
(1.33)
SWCNTs have been regarded as a poor emitter for a long time due to the low quantum
yield of less than 1% observed in early works[50, 51, 52]. The reported exciton lifetime is
at picosecond level[53], while the radiative lifetime is usually a few magnitudes larger with
the value between 10 to 100 ns[50, 51, 52]. However, the most important reason for the
low quantum yields turned out to be the low sample quality, i.e. poor chirality sorting,
high defect density and high impurity concentration. In 2009, Ju et al. used an aliphatic
(dodecyl) analog of flavin mononucleotide FC12 to separate the SWCNTs and protect them
from oxygen. A PL QY as high as 20% was reached[54].
Mobility. The exciton coherence length is defined as the distance within which the
exciton can capture the oscillator strength. In highly isolated SWCNT ensembles it was
found to be as small as 10 nm[55], so the exciton motion shall be treated as diffusive
transport of a point-like object. Given the reduced dimensionality of SWCNT, one can
safely assume exciton diffusion following a quasi-1D random walk. Diffusion constant D
is commonly used to characterize exciton transport properties in SWCNTs. In various
literature time-resolved PL decay and subsequent global fitting were used to determine
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the value of D, the results are widely ranged between 1 and 40 cm2/s with corresponding
diffusion length L =
√
2Dτ between 10 and 300 nm[56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. D and L significantly
depend on material quality and environmental effects. The diffusional exciton migration
leads to exciton quenching at defect sites and nanotube ends[61, 62, 63] and exciton-exciton
annihilation under strong excitation power[64, 57, 65], which we will address in details in
the following sections.
Local modifications & Environmental effects.
In early works, chemical reactants were used to attack SWCNT and to induce defects,
upon which substantial PL intensity quenching[61, 62] was observed. Crochet and co-
workers introduced mid-gap and shallow impurity levels and imaged exciton quenching in
both cases. In addition, they found that the quenching sites can be mobile[63]. Generally,
defect sites are considered to enhance non-radiative recombination and thus reduce PL
intensity. In recent years, it was found that a small number of sp3 defects below the dark
exciton energy level can act as luminescent exciton traps and remarkably brighten the PL
of SWCNTs. These defects have been introduced via covalent functionalization with oxygen
(ether and epoxide groups)[66, 67], hexanoic acid[68] and substituted aryl species[69, 70,
71]. Figure 1.12 is a typical example of aryl diazonium functionalized SWCNTs. Michael
Rohlfinger’s group also confirmed that the new PL peaks stem from impurity levels via
theoretical calculations[72]. We note that these sp3 defects need to be elaborately designed
and don’t exist in standard SWCNT synthesis procedures.
Electron-electron and electron-hole Coulomb interactions are much stronger in SW-
CNTs than bulk semiconductors and they highly depend on the dielectric environment,
therefore the surrounding medium has a large effect on the exciton energy. Experimen-
tal results display that air or vaccum suspended SWCNTs have a blue-shifted emission
compared with SWCNTs on dielectric substrates[73, 74]. According to Michael Rohlfing, a
homogeneous change of the dielectric background actually shifts the band gap and exciton
binding energy to the same amount and it is the electronic polarization by neighboring
systems, especially physisorbates, that leads to exciton energy shift[75]. This also explains
why bundling or incomplete surfactant wrapping also lead to a red shift of the exciton
energy.
In ambient air at room temperature, blinking, bleaching and spectral diffusion behavior
of SWCNT PL is very commonly observed, which in general can be attributed to the com-
plicated interaction between SWCNT and a variety of species in air, such as oxygen/water
under laser illumination. In 2008, Georgi et al. investigated the blinking and bleaching
behavior of sodium cholate wrapped SWCNTs in air and argon[56]. They demonstrated
that photo-induced oxidation is the primary reason for bleaching, with the rate depending
on laser intensity. Nan et al. compared the PL of SWCNTs on SiO2 substrate in vaccum at
7K with and without a PMMA capping layer. The capped ones exhibited 5-fold enhance-
ment of PL intensity and suppression of blinking[76]. After two weeks exposure in air, they
displayed blinking and spectral diffusion but this behavior could be suppressed again by
heat treatment. They concluded that the physiosorbed water molecules which act as charge
trap states are the primary reason for spectral diffusion. Finnie and Lefebvre systematical-
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Figure 1.12: Illustration of Aryl sp3 defected SWCNTs. top: A schematic of locally doped
SWCNT. down left: Representative PL spectra for doped (5,4) SWCNTs with the E11
emission peak (green) and the stronger E∗11 luminescence peak caused by aryl diazonium
doping (red). down right: E∗11 has a much longer lifetime than E11. Figure is adapted from
ref [71].
ly studied the spectral changes of air-suspended SWCNTs under constant excitation[77].
They demonstrated that light-induced atmospheric physisorbates are responsible for a red
shift and that the fluctuations of the charge state of oxygen chemisorption sites result in
the blinking. To sum up, during PL emission the nanotube usually interacts with various
species/reactions at the same time and more efforts are required to fully understand the
picture.
1.1.4 Raman Scattering of SWCNT
Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive experimental technique for investigating the
structure and physical properties of nanomaterials. Especially in carbon science, it is one
of the most widely used tools[78, 27, 79]. In this section, we will first briefly illustrate the
basics of Raman scattering and then review the characteristic Raman bands of SWCNTs.
Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of light. In a standard Raman process, an
incident photon with energy Ei and momentum ki hits the sample and gets inelastically
scattered, resulting in a different photon with energy Es and momentum ks and the creation
of a lattice vibration (phonon) or a molecular vibration. The energy and momentum must
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be conserved:
Es = Ei + Eq ks = ki + q (1.34)
where Eq and q are the energy and momentum change of the phonon.
The Raman process which absorbs or emits one phonon is named a first-order Raman
process. It consists of three steps: firstly an incoming photon with a frequency ω1 excites
an electron-hole pair, then the electron or hole is inelastically scattered and emits a pho-
ton with wave vector q and frequency ωph. Finally the electron and hole recombines and
emits a photon at frequency ω2. Raman shift is usually denoted as the difference between
wavenumbers of original photon and emitted photon with the unit of cm−1. Similar with
Eq. 1.34, here we have:
ω2 = ω1 ± ωph k2 = k1 ± q (1.35)
+ sign means the emitted photon has a higher frequency and energy than the original
one. In other words, A new photon is created whose energy is higher than the incident
phonon energy. This is referred to as anti-Stokes process. In the other case, a photon is
emitted at a lower energy, which is referred to as Stokes process. Figure 1.13 is a simplified
illustration of these two processes.
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Figure 1.13: a) Stokes: The incident light excites the system and emits a phonon. b) Anti-
Stokes: The system is already excited and a phonon is absorbed. Figure is adapted from
ref [79].
The probabilities of Stokes pS and anti-Stokes pAS depend on the phonon population[27]:
pS
pAS
≈ exp(~ωph
kT
) (1.36)
with k as the Boltzmann constant and T as the temperature. At room temperature
pS  pAS, the Stokes process is much stronger. This equation only applies to the case of
non-resonant Raman scattering.
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It should be noted that Raman scattering is an extremely weak process. However,
if the energy of incident photon or scattered photon matches an electronic transition, the
probability for an incoming photon to be scattered will be enhanced by orders of magnitude
and results in a stronger Raman intensity. This is called resonant Raman scattering. If no
energy match exists, the process is called non-resonant scattering. Raman processes can be
further categorized depending on the energy match condition. Figure 1.14 (b)-(d) shows
the energy diagram of resonant Raman scattering.
a) b) c) d)
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Figure 1.14: a) Non-resonant Raman scattering, neither ωL or ωS matches the transition
energy. This process is very weak. b) Stokes resonant Raman scattering with the incident
photon matching one transition. c) Anti-Stokes resonant Raman scattering with the scatte-
red photon matching another transition. d) Double resonant Raman scattering when both
the incident and scattered photons have an energy match. Figure is reprinted from ref [19].
In the following we briefly discuss the 4 characteristic Raman features of SWCNT: the
radial breathing mode(RBM), the graphite-like G band, the defect-induced D band and
the overtone of D band which is named G’ or 2D band. There are several other weaker
Raman bands such as the intermediate frequency modes scattered by acoustic phonons[80].
Since Raman detection is not the main focus of the work, they will not be discussed here.
The Radial Breathing Mode
The radial breathing mode is associated with the vibration of all the carbon atoms
in the radial direction, as if the tube is breathing. Since this vibrational motion doesn’t
break tube symmetry, the RBM is a totally symmetric mode. The RBM mode only occurs
in CNTs among all the nanocarbon material, thus it can be used to distinguish CNTs in
a mixed sample. It was found that the RBM frequency is inversely proportional to tube
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diameter:
ωRBM = A/dt +B (1.37)
A and B are parameters that can be determined from experimental results[81, 82] with
their values varying in different literature. Generally A is around 227 cm−1nm and B is
related to environmental interactions from 0 to 30 cm−1. Because of its dependence on tube
diameter, the position of the RBM mode is often used for investigations of (n,m) chiralities
in dense nanotube samples.
G band
The G band is related to the in-plane stretching vibration of the C-C bond. In graphene,
the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon and transverse optical (TO) phonon at q=0 are
degenerate, and the G band exhibits a single Lorentzian peak. While in SWCNTs, because
the symmetry is broken by the curvature, LO and TO phonon have different energies and
the G band splits into two peaks, usually denoted as G+ and G− for the higher and lower
frequency part. For semiconducting and metallic nanotubes, the lineshape and frequency
of the G band can be substantially different.
For semiconducting SWCNTs, G+ and G− emerge as two separate narrow Lorentzian
peaks and G+ is usually much stronger. Here G+ corresponds to the LO phonon mode
and has a frequency of 1590 cm−1 which doesn’t strongly depend on tube diameter. G−
corresponds to the TO phonon and significantly relies on tube diameter following ωG− =
ωG+ − C/dt2 with C =47.7 cm−1nm2.
For metallic SWCNTs, due to strong electron-phonon coupling near the Fermi energy[83,
84], the correspondence of G+ and G− to LO and TO phonons is opposite to the situation
in semiconducting SWCNTs. Instead of a Lorentzian shape, G− exhibits a much broader
Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) peak and its frequency can be described by ωG− = ωG+−C/dt2
with C =79.5 cm−1nm2. On the other hand, G+ has a similar behavior with a narrow
lineshape and weak dependence on tube diameter, but its intensity is much weaker and
often covered by G−.
D band
Many defect structures that can scatter photo-excited electrons exist in a real crystal
lattice. For carbon nanotubes, these defects can be impurities, vacancies, edges and mo-
lecules connected to the nanotube walls. As long as there is no elementary excitation or
annihilation at a defect point, the scattering is elastic and the electron only changes its
momentum from k to k + q with q depending on the defect potential V(q). There is the
possibility that one scattering event in a second-order Raman process is replaced by the
aforementioned elastic scattering. In this case, the limitation of q = 0 is eliminated and
many different phonon modes with q 6= 0 can contribute to the Raman process. The D
band of CNTs is a good example of this process. It involves an inelastic scattering by
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iTO phonons near the K point and an elastic inter-valley scattering by defect sites. The
D-band frequency is dependent on the incident laser energy EL[85]. With a laser excitation
wavelength at 632.8 nm, it’s around 1350 cm−1.
It is important to note that the I(D)/I(G) ratio can be used to determine the defect
density of carbon nanotubes and to evaluate material quality. More details are discussed
in ref [86, 87, 88].
2D band
2D band (or G’ band) is a second-order double-resonance Raman process in which
the electron is scattered respectively by two phonons with opposite momentum q and -
q for the sake of momentum conservation. Its frequency is 2ωD lying between 2600 and
2700 cm−1 with strong dependence on laser excitation energy. Sometimes the G’ band is
observed to split into two peaks when two different van Hove singularities are involved in
the process, one in resonance with the excitation energy and the other one in resonance
with the scattered photon[89].
A typical Raman spectrum of semiconducting SWCNTs is shown in Figure 1.15.
Figure 1.15: Raman spectrum of HiPCo SWCNTs with a laser excitation wavelength at
633nm. The G band splits into two individual peaks. Figure is reprinted from ref [90].
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1.2 Applications of SWCNT in organic solar cells
1.2.1 Synthesis and sorting of SWCNT
This section is mainly based on a few recent reviews[91, 92, 93].
Arc-discharge[16] and laser ablation[94] are the two earliest synthesis approaches for
preparing SWCNTs. They both start from a solid carbon source and stimulate the eva-
poration of carbon atoms under critical experimental conditions such as high temperaure
and low pressure. They are almost not used anymore. Nowadays Chemical vapor deposi-
tion (CVD) is the dominant approach[95], which involves sending a hydrocarbon gas flow
through a tube furnace with heated metal catalysts on which the reaction takes place.
Many different kinds of catalysts were used in the CVD approach, among them the most
representative one is the mixture of cobalt and molybdenum (CoMoCat). The production
yield of CVD process has reached more than 90% with preferential synthesis of metallic or
semiconducting SWCNTs. However, the SWCNTs prepared by large-scale CVD methods
often contain contaminants that can influence CNT properties and thus require costly ther-
mal annealing and/or chemical treatment for their removal[96]. These steps can introduce
defects in CNT sidewalls and break the nanotubes into smaller segments. Generally, it is
still not clear how to control chirality, diameter and purity by adjusting catalyst compositi-
on and process conditions. Up to now, the synthesized SWCNTs must undergo purification
and/or separation processes.
Given the mixed nature and bundled structures of the as-synthesized SWCNTs, it is
necessary to separate and disperse them in solvents using small molecules or polymers. This
can be done via covalent and non-covalent ways[91]. The covalent bonding mostly involves
chemical reactions such as grafting of carboxyl groups on the surface by oxidation. The
covalent approach yields a higher dispersion stability but inevitably changes the intrinsic
properties of SWCNTs and causes structural damage. Therefore the non-covalent approach
is much more widely used. Despite a weaker dispersion stability, it is simple to operate
and does little damage to the nanotubes. According to Fujigaya and Nakashima[91], most
polymers non-covalently bind to the SWCNT surface through enthalpy-driven interactions
such as π − π conjugation, and they show a static dispersion able to survive filtration
or dialysis. In contrast, small molecules and surfactants on the surface are in a dynamic
equilibrium with their concentration in the bulk solution, therefore they are easily removed
after filtration.
The most common type of polymer for SWCNT wrapping is the π-conjugated poly-
mer. The mechanism of the selective dispersion is not fully understood yet, but from MD
calculations it is assumed that π-conjugated polymers exhibit the selectivity for particular
diameter or chirality by aligning the polymer backbone along the SWCNT surface with
an dihedral angle that maximizes the interaction[97, 92, 98, 99]. One representative of
π-conjugated polymers is polyfluorene (PFO). The PFO family has been greatly expan-
ded by incorporating a large number of monomers into the molecular structure[100, 101].
The extraction of semiconducting SWCNTs by PFO derivatives features high yield and
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easy procedures[102]. The high-quality of PFO wrapped SWCNTs has led to an enhanced
efficiency of solar cells derived from these materials[103]. It is noteworthy that the PFO
polymers might need to be removed for a better device performance in some applications.
Recently, a few tailored polymers with specific bonds between monomer units which break
during post-extraction treatment have been reported[104, 105].
Another example of π-conjugated polymers is poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) which
has been extensively applied to organic photovoltaics. MD calculations showed that, aside
from π−π interactions, the sulfur atom also contributes to the interaction[106]. According
to Pradhan et al., the π − π interaction significantly improves the stability of the SW-
CNT/P3HT system and prevents photosensitization[107]. Lee and co-workers found that
regioregular P3HT is able to selectively disperse semiconducting SWCNTs as well[108].
Other polymers used in SWCNT separation include aromatic polymers, cationic poly-
mers, block polymers, pendant polymers and so on. A detailed description is available in
the review paper[91].
1.2.2 SWCNT-based organic solar cells
SWCNTs, together with other nanocarbon materials, have been widely used in photovoltaic
devices. Since POCAONTAS is focused on organic solar cells (OSCs), here we will give a
very brief review on the OSC systems with SWCNTs. This section is mainly based on a
few recent reviews[109, 93].
Regardless of the materials and configurations, all the excitonic solar cells need to fulfill
the following steps for a substantial voltage output: (1) exciton generation from photon
absorption, (2) exciton diffusion to the interface, (3) exciton dissociation into charge carri-
ers, and (4) charge migration to the electrode. On the other hand, the undesired pathways
which can cause a loss of energy include: (1) exciton recombination, (2) exciton trapping,
and (3) exciton-exciton annihilation. All the optimizations of solar cell devices aim at
promoting the four fundamental processes and/or suppressing the undesired pathways.
The devices with SWCNT-incorporated photoactive layers can be divided into two ty-
pes: SWCNT/polymer conjugates with SWCNT being electron acceptors and SWCNT/fullerene
blends with SWCNT being electron donors. For the first kind of device, Ren and co-workers
demonstrated SWCNT/P3HT polymer bulk heterojunction solar cells with power conversi-
on efficiency at 0.72%[110]. The open-circuit voltage VOC and short-circuit current density
JSC can be modulated by the concentration of SWCNTs in the composite. They pointed
out the near absence of metallic SWCNTs and the debundling effect of P3HT are the
key reasons for a better performance. The system of SWCNT/P3HT has been intensively
studied and modified in different ways. Ham et al. fabricated a planar SWCNT/P3HT he-
terojunction solar cell with ultralong nanotube arrays horizontally aligned. By doing this
they suppressed the formation of bundled aggregates and tube-tube heterojunctions which
are main obstacles for exciton dissociation into free charge carriers[111]. An efficiency as
much as 3% was reached. The dispersion of CNT in the polymer matrix is also an import-
ant factor. Chang et al. demonstrated that the device performance strongly relies on the
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interaction between solvent and SWCNT or polymer[112]. Functionalization of SWCNTs
improves their solubility in organic media and thus results in a higher efficiency[113].
The second kind was first reported by Bindl et al.[114]. Highly purified semiconducting
SWCNTs were used as near-infrared optical absorbers in heterojunction with electron
acceptor C60. This device showed a high external quantum efficiency (more than 12%) and
power conversion efficiency at 0.6% in the NIR region. A large number of investigations
were focused on the photophysics and further development of this system. A comprehensive
study was done by Koleilat and co-workers[115]. They proposed three main factors limiting
the efficiency of SWCNT-incorporated photo-active layers: (1) the residual high bandgap
polymer traps the excitons within polymer-SWCNT matrix, (2) The small bandgap offset
between SWCNT and C60 doesn’t provide enough driving force for the exciton to split into
electron and hole, and (3) The small exciton diffusion length around 5nm, which limits
carrier extraction. To solve these problems, they did the following: (1) updated the solution
sorting process with a reduction of the polymer content, (2) enhanced the internal field
bias with a heavily doped region of C60 to move carriers away, and (3) fabricated a dense
nanoporous mesh of SWCNTs by solution shearing method, which allowed the acceptor to
infiltrate into the film and hence increased the interfacial area. A 10-fold improvement in
performance was observed.
SWCNTs have also been used as transport materials for both electrons and holes in
OSCs. Including them into fullerene-polymer solar cells brought a higher JSC due to the
efficient charge transfer between SWCNT and C60[116]. This approach can be further de-
veloped with an elaborate design of the device structures. Chen and co-workers prepared
SWCNT-polythiophene(PT) core-shell nanowires by growing PT around the 3D inter-
connected metallic SWCNTs. The electron donor PCBM filled into the openings of the net-
work structure. With photoexcitation, the hole travels across the thin PT shell, is collected
by SWCNT and transported to the electrode. The power conversion efficiency was raised
to 3.07%[117]. Individual SWCNT layer were also used in OSCs. Compared with com-
monly used poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) HTLs,
they are more resistant to light-induced degradation. It was reported that an extra SW-
CNT layer on the cathodic side of the active layer yields a better efficiency[118]. When
the orientation of SWCNT was aligned perpendicular to the electrode, the efficiency of
P3HT/SWCNT/PCBM device approached 4.5%[119].
Although not directly related to the topic, it is worth mentioning that very recently
semiconducting SWCNTs have been used as charge extraction layers in hybrid organic-
inorganic perovskite solar cells. Very interestingly, they exhibited a fast hole extraction
and slow recombination rate on MAPbI3 active layers and thus further improved the device
performance[120]. More information can be found in these review papers[93, 121].
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Chapter 2
Principles of TENOM
The following chapter is based on the paper “Advances in Tip-Enhanced Near-Field Raman
Microscopy Using Nanoantennas ” published in Chem. Rev. (2017, 117 (7), pp 4945-4960).
Optical microscope has been widely used in natural sciences. Since its invention in
the early 17th century, a large number of technological and manufacturing advances have
continuously improved the image quality and reduced abberation. However, all glass-based
microscopes are limited to an ultimate limit for spatial resolution, which results from the
diffraction of light at the objective lens. This resolution limit originates from the wave
nature of light, and are governed by physical laws. It is usually referred to as diffraction
limit.
In confocal laser scanning microscopy, the diffraction limit is determined by the excita-
tion and detection wavelength and the numeric aperture (NA) of the objective lens. In ge-
neral, a shorter laser and detection wavelength together with a larger NA value will improve
both lateral and axial resolution. Nevertheless, the best resolution achieved in this way still
has the magnitude of few hundred nanometers, which is way larger than the size of single
molecules or nanostructures. Therefore a higher resolution overcoming the diffraction limit
is needed for the investigation of nanoscale materials. This required super-resolution can
be achieved by both far-field techniques and near-field techniques. Representative far-field
techniques include photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM), stochastic optical re-
construction microscopy (STORM) and stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED).
Their applications are mainly limited to fluorescent samples. Near-field techniques, such
as (elastic) scattering scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) and tip-enhanced
near-field optical microscopy (TENOM) could be applied to a broader range of samples
and spectroscopic signals. However, since they exploit evanescent waves existing only in
the vicinity of the tip and sample, they can only detect the properties of a sample surface
but not of bulk materials.
This chapter will discuss the basic principles of TENOM, together with some recent
developments and findings in this field. In the first section, we express the propagation
of light in the angular spectrum representation and introduce the important concept of
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the diffraction limit. In the second section, we start with the principles of optical nano-
antennas and then describe the electrical near-field distribution of them, which leads to
sub-diffraction spatial resolution. Afterwards we will focus on the gap plasmon mode, in
which the tip is placed above a metallic sample subtrate with a ∼ 1 nm tip-sample distance,
from which stronger field confinement and improved spatial resolution can be achieved. In
the last section, we discuss the signal enhancement in different applications based on elec-
tromagnetic field enhancement. Recently, it has been demonstrated that the conventional
picture of electromagnetic field enhancement doesn’t capture the whole physics. Several
newly developed signal-enhancement mechanisms such as the optomechanical coupling will
be briefly reviewed.
2.1 The diffraction limit derived by the angular spec-
trum representation
This section is based on the book written by L. Novotny[122]. Applying Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle to photons, we have:
∆px ·∆x ≥ h (2.1)
Substituting momentum px with wavevector kx with the relationship px = ~kx, we have:
∆kx ·∆x ≥ 2π (2.2)
This also applies for y and z directions. From equation 2.2 we could see that a larger
wavevector range ∆kx leads to a smaller position range ∆x, in other words, a higher spatial
resolution.
From this perspective, a certain resolution limit of optical microscopy corresponds to a
limited range of wavevectors which are able to travel from source to detector. This means
that to what extent we can improve the spatial resolution depends on how much we can
avoid the loss of spatial frequencies during light propagation. A common approach to
mathematically describe the light propagation is the angular spectrum representation, in
which an optical field is divided into plane waves and evanescent waves.
The samples we observe with optical microscope can be regarded as the combination of
many point light sources. For simplification, in the following discussion we only consider
a single point source of light. Figure 2.1 is a schematic of light propagation. We define
that the light travels along the z direction. The light source is located at (x, y, 0) with the
generated electric field E (x, y, 0). We use the angular spectrum representation to calculate
the electric field in the plane perpendicular to the light propagation with distance z to the
light source. It is easier to do this in reciprocal space. The Fourier transformation of the
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z
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of light propagation from a single point source located at (x, y, 0).
The electric field at a random point E (x, y, z) can be described using the angular spectrum
representation.
electric field E at z is expressed as:
Ê(kx, ky; z) =
1
4π2
+∞∫∫
−∞
E(x, y, z)e−i(kxx+kyy)dxdy (2.3)
Where x, y, z are real space coordinates and kx, ky, kz are the reciprocal space coordi-
nates. Similarly we can do an inverse Fourier transformation which gives:
Ê(x, y; z) =
+∞∫∫
−∞
Ê(kx, ky; z)e
i(kxx+kyy)dkxdky (2.4)
Assuming the surrounding medium is homogeneous, isotropic, linear and source-free,
the optical field should satisfy the Helmholtz equation:
(∇2 + k2)E(r) = 0 (2.5)
where k is the magnitude of the wavevector given by k = 2πn/λ . λ is the wavelength
and n is the refractive index.
The wavevector kz determines the propagation in this direction. kz is expressed as:
kz =
√
k2 − k2y − k2x (2.6)
Inserting equation 2.4 and 2.6 into equation 2.5, one could find how the Fourier spec-
trum changes along z direction:
Ê(kx, ky; z) = Ê(kx, ky; 0) · e±ikzz (2.7)
The sign ± represents positive z and negative z directions. This equation means that,
the Fourier spectrum in a plane located at z can be described with the electric field in the
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object plane multiplied with a propagator e±ikzz. Thus the real space electric field for an
arbitrary z can be calculated:
E(x, y, z) =
+∞∫∫
−∞
Ê(kx, ky, 0)e
i(kxx+kyy±kzz)dkxdky (2.8)
This is the so-called angular spectrum representation.
In a purely dielectric medium, n is a fixed, real and positive value. Depending on the
value of kz, there are two cases:
 k2x + k
2
y ≤ k2, kz is real. The amplitude oscillates but doesn’t decay with z. These
waves are propagating plane waves. They belong to the far-field of the light source
and could be received by a detector.
 k2x + k
2
y > k
2, kz is imaginary. The propagator e
ikzz turns into e−kzz, indicating that
the amplitude will decay exponentially with z. These waves only exists in the vicinity
of the light source (near-field) and can’t propagate to the detector in far-field optical
microscopy. Therefore they are named evanescent waves.
Equation 2.8 can be rewritten into the superposition of plane and evanescent waves:
E(x, y, z) =
∫∫
k2x+k
2
y≤k2
Ê(kx, ky, 0)e
i(kxx+kyyei|kzz)dkxdky+
∫∫
k2x+k
2
y>k
2
Ê(kx, ky, 0)e
i(kxx+kyye−|kzz)dkxdky
(2.9)
In confocal microscopy, the evanescent waves with large spatial frequencies decay very
fast and can’t reach the detector. Thus the spatial information they carry are lost and
we have a limited spatial resolution. For plane waves, the maximum of the in-plane wave
vector component (equation 2.2) is kx = 2πn/λ (See equation 2.6), so the range of kx is
twice of the maximum, ∆kx = 4πn/λ. Taking this into equation 2.2 we have the minimum
uncertainty of position, i.e. the spatial resolution in x direction:
∆xmin =
2π
∆kx,max
=
λ
2n
(2.10)
However, not all the plane waves can be detected due to the limited collection angle of
our objective lens and other optical elements. The collection ability of an objective lens is
characterized by the parameter numerical aperture (NA) given by:
NA = n · sinα (2.11)
Here n is the refractive index of the medium between lens and focal plane, α is the
maximal half-angle of the cone of light that can enter or exit the lens.
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It’s straightforward that the maximum kx can be collected by an objective lens with
NA is :
kx,max = k · sinα =
2π
λ
·NA (2.12)
Then the spatial resolution in equation 2.15 has changed into:
∆xmin =
2π
∆kx,max
=
λ
2NA
(2.13)
This is a theoretical limit of the best spatial resolution. Based on the criteria of definiti-
on, there are different formulations of the resolution limit. Among them the most common
one is the limit derived by Ernst Abbe in 1873. His derivation is built on the system of
two parallel, dipolar emitters with the dipole orientation perpendicular to the optical axis.
They are regarded as point sources. The emitted light is focused by the objective lens and
imaged onto the image plane, as shown in Figure 2.2. The diffraction pattern from a single
point source on the image plane is referred to as an Airy disk, which has a bright spot in
the center and alternating dark and bright rings along the radial direction.
Object plane Image plane
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the Abbe limit in optical microscopy. Two point dipoles are loca-
ted in the object plane with distance ∆r. Their emitted light is collected by the objective
lens and focused on the image plane. Due to diffraction, the image of a point source on
the image plane consists of a central bright spot and alternating bright and dark rings,
referred to as Airy disk. These two point dipoles can be distinguished when the center of
the bright spot of one dipole spatially overlaps with the first dark ring of another dipole’s
Airy disk.
In the far-field (Fraunhofer diffraction), the airy disk is described by the following
equation:
I(x) ∝ 2J1(p)
p
2
p =
2πNA
Mλ
x (2.14)
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Where M is the magnification of the objective lens, NA is the numeric aperture and J1
is the first order Bessel function. The radius of the central bright spot in the Airy disk is:
∆x = 0.61
Mλ
NA
(2.15)
Abbe stated that two point sources can still be distinguished when the first dark ring
of one emitter is located at the center of the bright spot of another one. If the distance
between two point sources is ∆r, in the image plane they will be displaced by M∆r. They
can be distinguished only when:
M∆r ≥ 0.61Mλ
NA
⇒ ∆x ≥ 0.61 λ
NA
(2.16)
This is denoted as the Abbe limit. It is worth mentioning that the resolution limit for
the z-direction, i.e. the least distinguishable distance between point sources in different
object planes is:
∆rz ≥ 2
nλ
NA2
(2.17)
In TENOM, one utilizes a nanoscale object which is located very close to the sample in
order to achieve efficient coupling between the object’s near-field and the emitter, and the
emitter’s near-field and the object. As a result, a much larger range of spatial frequencies
arrive at the detector and the spatial resolution is significantly improved. This nanoscale
object is often called optical antenna and its principles will be discussed in the next section.
2.2 Principles of optical antennas
2.2.1 Characteristics of an optical antenna
TENOM exploits the extremely short-ranged near-field interaction between a pointed probe
and the sample. The task of efficiently coupling the tip’s near-field to the far-field, in which
the laser source and the detector are located, is the function of an antenna. More specifically,
an optical antenna is defined as an object that converts free-propagating optical radiation
to localized energy and vice versa[123, 124, 125] (see Figure 2.3). For a comprehensive
characterization of an optical antenna, classical antenna theory can be used. To simplify
the description of the antenna parameters, a dipole-like behavior of receiver and transmitter
is typically assumed.
Two antenna enhanced processes, namely absorption and emission of light, have to be
considered in order to get a complete description of the optical antenna function. Enhanced
absorption can be quantified in terms of the antenna aperture A, which corresponds to the
absorption cross section σ in presence of the tip. It describes the efficiency with which
the incident radiation is captured to excite the receiver with the power Pexc, where I is
the intensity of the radiation with the polarization npol incident from the direction (θ, φ)
corresponding to A(θ, φ,npol) = Pexc/I = σA(θ, φ,npol). The tip enhances the field at the
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Figure 2.3: Left: Optical antennas convert free propagating electromagnetic radiation in
the far-field to strongly localized near-fields and vice versa. Right: The optical antenna
can be described by its functional parameters aperture and directivity. Both parameters
typically depend on the frequency of the incident and the scattered light. From a functional
perspective, the antenna is formed by both the scanning probe and the sample substrate.
absorber, and by defining the field in the absence of the tip as E0 and in the presence of
the tip with E the absorption cross section becomes
σ = σ0
|np · E|2
|np · E0|2
(2.18)
Here np is the orientation of the absorption dipole and the subscript “0” indicates the
absence of the antenna. Equation 2.18 shows that the absorption process depends on the
incident direction and polarization of light. Neglecting their vectorial character or assuming
the same direction of enhanced and non-enhanced fields, the absorption enhancement can
then be expressed by the local field enhancement factor f = E/E0 as σ/σ0 = f
2. For
metallic nanoantennas, particularly strong local fields can result in the optical regime from
localized surface plasmon resonances, collective electron oscillations that are controlled by
their shape and their material composition (see below).
A practical way to characterize the enhanced emission is the antenna efficiency, which
is defined in equation 2.19. It describes the ratio between the total power dissipated by the
antenna P and the radiative power Prad. The total power P is composed of Prad and the
power dissipated through other channels, for example heat Ploss[124].
εrad =
Prad
P
=
Prad
Prad + Ploss
(2.19)
The antenna’s ability to emit the radiated power into a certain direction can be mea-
sured by the directivity D. It considers the angular power density p(θ, φ) with θ and φ as
the angles of the direction of observation following D(θ, φ) = 4π
Prad
p(θ, φ). By taking the
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polarization into account, one can define the partial directivities as
Dθ(θ, φ) =
4π
Prad
pθ(θ, φ), Dφ(θ, φ) =
4π
Prad
pφ(θ, φ) (2.20)
with pθ and pφ as normalized angular powers.
The antenna gain G combines the efficiency and directivity of an antenna to yield the
radiation relative to the total power as G(θ, φ) = εradD(θ, φ).
Absorption and emission at the same optical frequency can be connected following the
reciprocity theorem. This leads to a relationship between the excitation rate Γexc and its
spontaneous emission rate Γrad .
Γexc,θ(θ, φ)
Γ0exc,θ(θ, φ)
=
Γrad
Γ0rad
Dθ(θ, φ)
D0θ(θ, φ)
(2.21)
The index θ refers to one polarization state, but can also be denoted φ, which cor-
responds to a rotation of the polarization by 90◦. Neglecting the vectorial character, the
spontaneous emission rate enhancement can be expressed by the local field enhancement
factor f = E/E0 as f
2 = Γrad/Γ
0
rad corresponding to the relation for the absorption rate en-
hancement f 2 = Γexc/Γ
0
exc. Various studies have investigated the field enhancement factor
for different antennas and configurations, and values ranging from f = 2−5 for single sphe-
rical particles and up to 1000 for optimized antennas have been reported[126, 127, 128, 129].
Importantly, the discussed antenna parameters will show a pronounced frequency de-
pendence in most cases that can vary substantially between the indicent and the emitted
frequencies. Examples include resonant antenna structures that feature distinct spectral
modes such as metallic nanospheres or nanorods.
In general, three different contributions to the local field enhancement provided by an
optical antenna are currently being discussed. First, the lightning rod effect which is due
to the geometrical singularity represented by the tip that leads to the spatial confinement
of the surface charge density at the apex of a tip or tip-like structure[130]. This process is
essentially non-resonant and will depend primarily on the electrical conductivity of the tip
material at the frequency of light used in the experiment. Second, the excitation of localized
surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) in metallic nanostructures such as nanospheres and
nanorods which depends on the frequency of incident and Stokes-scattered light. And third,
length related antenna resonances that occur if the length of the antenna is a multiple of
half the wavelength of light. At optical frequencies metals are not perfect conductors and
therefore an effective scaling relation has to be used to connect the effective wavelength
λeff with the incident wavelength λ. The effective wavelength shows a linear behavior with
the plasma wavelength of the metal λp and n1,2 as constants that depend on geometry and
dielectric properties λeff = n1 + n2
(
λ
λp
)
[131].
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2.2.2 Near-field of optical antennas
The antenna’s near-field distribution determines the spatial resolution, the signal enhan-
cement and the observed image contrast. In general, the enhanced fields of the optical an-
tenna are highly dependent on the shape, material composition and structure of the used
antenna-substrate system. In most cases, the resulting near-field distribution is strongly
non-uniform regarding magnitude and polarization as well as phase. Numerous theoretical
studies have been performed to characterize the field distribution and the corresponding
enhancement for different conditions[132, 133, 134, 135].
The parameters in the aforementioned section show that the field enhancement factor
depends on the directivity D and the polarization of the incoming light. For semi-infinite
cone-like tip structures, field enhancement is highest when the polarization is parallel to
the long axis of the antenna[136, 137, 132]. But the tip also modifies the polarization with
respect to the incoming field. Figure 2.4 shows the simulated distribution of the z and x
components of the field enhancement in the (xy) plane. Here, the heterogeneity of the near-
field becomes visible. While the z component (Figure 2.4(c)) is highly localized beneath
the tip, the x component (Figure 2.4(b)) shows two weaker lobes. Especially the in-plane
modes result in a spatially heterogeneous polarization which can complicate the contrast
formation.
x
y
(a) z (c)(b)
Figure 2.4: (a) System of reference for the x (b) and z (c) component of the field enhan-
cement ξx,z =| Ex,z | / | E0 | on the substrate plane (z = 0) for a silver tip with resonant
excitation (λ = 505 nm) and a tip-substrate distance of 2 nm, calculated by Demming et
al.[133].
Recently, several studies have been performed on e.g. carbon nanotubes[138, 139] and
transition metal dichalcogenide monolayers[140, 141], taking advantage of the heteroge-
neous polarization of the tip to probe and distinguish differently polarized transitions.
Moreover, the polarization sensitivity of both antenna aperture and directivity can be
exploited for polarization-selective enhancement[142, 143].
Aside from dielectric substrates, metallic substrates can also be used. In this case,
electromagnetic coupling between the surface charges in the tip and the induced charges in
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the substrate takes place, and for small distances below 10 nm, a coupled mode named gap
mode can arise, which can confine the plasmonic fields substantially below the geometrical
size of the tip. It will be introduced in the next section.
2.2.3 Gap plasmon mode
For dielectric sample substrates, the spatial resolution observed in TENOM is mostly
determined by the geometrical size of the tip and the tip-sample distance, which defines
the lateral extent of the enhanced fields (10 - 20 nm)[144, 145, 8, 146]. From a functional
perspective, on the other hand, the concept of an antenna as a (metal) structure that
converts free-propagating optical radiation into localized energy and vice versa, can directly
be extended to include also the sample substrate. Of particular importance are the so-called
gap mode configurations (see ref [147, 148, 149, 150, 151]), in which the tip is placed above
a metallic sample substrate separated by an extremely small gap distance on the order of
one nanometer. Upon illumination of the tip with a focused laser beam, a surface charge
density is induced in the tip apex which can be approximated by a point dipole. Because
of the proximity of tip and metal substrate, mirror charges are accumulated at the surface
of the metal substrate that can be described by an image dipole[152]. Upon approaching
the tip, both the tip apex plasmon mode and the surface plasmon modes cease to exist
independently, and a new hybrid mode forms, the so-called gap plasmon mode[151] (see
Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Lateral confinement w of the intensity |E|2 obtained as full width at half-
maximum from cross-sections through simulated field patterns 0.2 nm away from the apex
for different tip-sample spacings d. A square root model for the gap plasmon extent, w=
A
√
Rd , was fitted to the data with tip - sample spacing d ≤ 2 nm, shown as the solid red
line. For R = 10 nm an optimum value of A = 1.57 is found. The red dashed line represents
a constant fit to the data with tip - sample spacing d ≥ 100 nm. Adapted from ref [151].
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Compared to dielectric substrates that do not support the formation of a gap mode,
far stronger confinement of the field is obtained in the case of metallic substrates, leading
to substantially improved spatial resolution[135, 8, 153, 151](see Figure 2.5). At the same
time, far higher field enhancement factors can be achieved, which relates to the fact that
in surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) the largest enhancement is observed for
interstitial sites and small nanogaps, for instance, in metal particle dimers[154, 155, 156].
As a result, gap mode configurations allows confining light to smaller dimensions than the
tip diameter.
From the classical electrodynamic description, both electric field enhancement and spa-
tial confinement will continuously increase upon decreasing the tip-sample distance. In
other words, a minimized distance is expected to provide the best spatial resolution and
signal enhancement. However, this is not true for very small separations due to quantum
and atomistic effects, which can significantly alter the plasmonic response of the system.
According to Savage et al.[157], 0.3 nm is the smallest tip-sample distance for classical elec-
trodynamics to hold. A quantitative description of the lateral mode confinement in the gap
just below the apex was derived in a recent paper[151] (see Figure 2.5). Their simulation
results showed that when 0.5 nm ≤ d ≤ 2 nm, the lateral confinement w is proportional
to the square root of both the probe’s apex radius of curvature R and the gap separation
d with the relationship w = A
√
Rd, which was first proposed by Rendell et al.[158].
The first quantum phenonmenon influencing the plasmon resonance is the spill-out
of electrons. Quantum mechanical treatments such as the Jellium model show that the
probability density of electrons extends outside the metal surface, exponentially decaying
with distance[159]. This spill-out of electrons allows for electron tunneling accross junctions
at separations smaller than∼ 1 nm, thereby quenching the local field enhancement provided
by the gap plasmon[160]. At the same time, a charge transfer plasmon can form with
different spectral characteristics.
The second quantum phenomenon worth mentioning is the nonlocal screening of the
electric field. Nonlocal screening[161] refers to the fact that, because of electron-electron
interactions, the motion of the conduction electrons at a given point in space depends
not only on the field applied at that position but also on fields at other locations[160].
The nonlocal screening prevents sharp charge localization at interfaces and is therefore
important for small particles[162] and narrow gaps[163]. Time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT) calculations showed that the plasmon-induced surface charge density is
smeared out over quite a broad region of about 10 Bohr around the surface[164]. The width
of the smeared plasmon-induced electron density is determined by the electron spill-out. An
increased spill-out density will introduce a further smearing of the induced electron density
and can thus reduce the field enhancements even further, relative to classical results.
Electron spill-out and the associated non-local screening will create an “effective” gap
distance that also differs from the geometrical value[160]. For gap distances of less than
1 nm, electron tunneling across the gap at optical frequencies will further modify the
plasmonic response of the system with respect to the classical description. Due to the
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screening of localized surface charges by quantum tunneling and a consequent reduction
in the plasmonic coupling, the resonances shift towards blue. This phenomenon explains
the observed smooth transition of the plasmonic response upon variation of the geometry
from a subnanometer gap to touching metal surfaces[160]. Electron tunneling provides an
effective “charge transfer” channel, neutralizing the bonding-plasmon-induced charges of
opposite signs across the gap and thus quenching the field enhancement[164].
Although the quantum phenomena discussed above are expected to limit the field con-
finement and signal enhancement, atomic-scale features appear to have the potential to
reverse this effect. Barbry et al. found that atomic features such as protruding atoms do
localize electromagnetic fields down to atomic-scale dimensions, showing resonant (plas-
monic) and nonresonant (lightning-rod effect) field enhancement and beating the typical
plasmonic confinement imposed by the nanoparticle size[165]. This means that in a gap
plasmon mode, the exact atmotistic structure of the junction could induce extra extremely
localized “hot spots”. In another recent theoretical study on plasmon-enhanced microscopy,
Trautmann and co-workers suggested that protrusions as small as a single atom found on
plasmonic particles might act as probing tips[166]. It was also reported that light-activated
mobilization of surface atoms in a plasmonic hot spot leads to the formation of additio-
nal “picocavities” in SERS measurements[167], which could provide an extreme optical
confinement yielding a factor of 106 enhancement of optomechanical coupling between the
picocavity field and vibrations of individual molecular bonds (see also section 2.3.2). In
summary, the details of the interplay between quantum and atomistic effects and their ac-
tual contribution to the spatial resolution and signal enhancement observed in experiments
are not clearly understood yet.
2.3 Signal enhancement
The locally enhanced electric field from the nanoantenna can be used for different processes,
including not only the optical response such as Raman scattering and photoluminescence
(PL), but also optoelectronic signals like photocurrent (PC) and eletroluminescence (EL).
In this section, we will first discuss the relationship between signal enhancement and field
enhancement f (See section 2.2.2) for these processes based on electromagnetic enhance-
ment.
More recently, the achieved subnanometer spatial resolution and the observed nonlinear
power dependence of the signal in near-field measurements[150], especially in TERS, have
arisen great interest because they could not be directly explained by conventional elec-
tromagnetic models. This stimulates an improved theoretical understanding of the electric
fields on very short length scales in the context of quantum plasmonics (see section 2.2.3).
Therefore, in the second section we provide a brief overview of recently proposed signal-
enhancement mechanisms that go beyond the f 4 rule.
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2.3.1 Signal enhancement based on electromagnetic field enhan-
cement
Tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS)
In the case of spontaneous Raman scattering, the detected signal depends on the pro-
duct of the transition rates Γexc,θ(θ, φ)Γrad, the directivity Dθ(θ, φ) and the detection ef-
ficiency ηθ(θ, φ) of the experimental setup. Furthermore, all these quantities will be wa-
velength dependent. The total signal at a given wavelength then results from angular
integration:
SRaman,θ = 1/(4π)
∫ 2π
0
∫ φm
0
Γexc,θΓradDθηθ sin θdθdφ. (2.22)
The φ integration is limited to the maximum collection / detection angle φm = asin(NA/n)
determined by the numerical aperture NA of the microscope objective and the refractive
index n of the enclosing medium. In an experiment, the excitation profile and angular
detection range should match the antenna aperture and directivity[7, 168].
It should be noted that the tip can substantially modify the spectral shape of emission,
because of the frequency dependence of the antenna gain G (See section2.2.1). In case of
sharp antenna resonances and emission with large spectral bandwidth, this effect will be
quite strong. As a result, both antenna-enhanced Raman and PL can be quite different
from their far-field counterparts.
Often, the angular and polarization dependence in equation 2.22 is neglected together
with the vectorial character of the electric fields in equation 2.18. As a consequence, the
total signal enhancement M is found to scale approximately with the fourth power of the
field enhancement for small differences between the excitation and emission wavelengt-
hs, assuming that the field enhancement at the tip does not depend sensitively on the
wavelength:
MRaman ≈ Γexc/Γ0excΓrad/Γ0rad ≈ f 4 (2.23)
A semiquantitative analysis of the signal levels that can be expected in TERS from
different sample materials and in different experimental geometries was given in ref [168].
The authors discussed how high a signal level could actually be expected within the physical
limitations set by field enhancement, damage threshold, tip scattering efficiency, collection
and detection efficiency, and the Raman scattering cross section of the sample material for
different experimental configurations.
Tip-enhanced fluorescence
Different from TERS, the tip-enhanced fluorescence or photoluminescence intensity
is determined by the excitation rate Γexc and the quantum yield q which denotes the
probability of a radiative decay with q = Γrad/(Γrad + Γnon−rad)(See section 1.1.3). The
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excitation rate enhancement scales with f 2 as in Raman scattering. Therefore the total
signal enhancement can be expressed as:
Mflu ≈ (Γexc/Γ0exc)(q/q0) ≈ f 2
q
q0
(2.24)
We note that the tip doesn’t only enhance the radiative decay rate but can also enhance
the non-radiative decay rate by metal-induced quenching when it’s very close to the sample.
From equation 2.24 we could see that TENOM is most suitable for emitters with low
intrinsic quantum yield q0 such as carbon nanotubes and fullerenes. If q0  1, the radiative
rate can be neglected compared to the non-radiative rate, then we have q = Γrad/Γnon−rad.
In this case, equation 2.24 can be rewritten as:
Mflu ≈ (Γexc/Γ0exc)(Γrad/Γ0rad) ≈ f 4 (2.25)
For emitters with a very high intrinsic quantum yield q0 ∼ 1, the quantum yield can’t
be further enhanced by the tip, so we have:
Mflu ≤ Γexc/Γ0exc ≈ f 2 (2.26)
The sign ≤ is due to the possible quenching.
Photocurrent (PC) and Electroluminescence (EL)
Photocurrent and electroluminescence only benifit from excitation enhancement and
radiation enhancement respectively, therefore their signals are expected to have a smaller
enhancement than optical signals, scaling with the square of field enhancement f:
MPC ≈ Γexc/Γ0exc ≈ f 2 MEL ≈ Γrad/Γ0rad ≈ f 2 (2.27)
In the case of electroluminescence, metal-induced quenching can also take place and
further decrease the actual enhancement.
A stronger signal enhancement comes with a better spatial resolution, because the field
enhancement factor f is not constant but depends on the position with respect to the tip
end. Assuming the tip is radially symmetric and f0 is the maximum field enhancement
factor underneath the tip, the distance dependence of f can be approximately described by
a Gaussian function:
f(r) = f0 · e−
r2
2w2 (2.28)
where r is the distance and w is the peak width. For a given tip-sample configuration
w is fixed.
If the signal enhancement scales with M ∼ f 4, as in the case of Raman scattering, then
IRaman ∝ f 4 ∝ e−
2r2
w2 = e
− r
2
2( 12w)
2 (2.29)
This is still a Gaussian function and the peak width of Raman signal wRaman is
1
2
w.
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If the signal enhancement scales with M ∼ f 2, as in the case of photocurrent, then
IPC ∝ f 2 ∝ e−
r2
w2 = e
− r
2
2( 1√
2
w)2
(2.30)
the peak width of the photocurrent signal wPC is
1√
2
w. Obviously we have wPC =√
2wRaman, meaning that the spatial resolution of the Raman signal is
√
2 times better
than that of the photocurrent signal. This is experimentally proved by tip-enhanced pho-
tocurrent measurements on single carbon nanotubes[15].
2.3.2 Other proposed enhancement mechanisms
Optomechanical Coupling
In the conventional electromagnetic enhancement mechanism, the optical antenna and
scatterer/emitter are treated as independent entities. Very recently, both Roelli et al. and
Schmidt et al. studied the coupling between them in plasmon-enhanced Raman scattering[169,
170]. In a microscopic view, the Raman scatterer represents a polarizability that is peri-
odically modulated at its vibrational frequency. This oscillating polarizability will in turn
modulate the energy of the plasmon resonance of the metallic nanostructure that couples
back to the vibrational excitation inducing a non-linear feedback.
If the plasmon frequency ωp is substantially larger than the vibrational frequency Ωv
and there is no electronic resonances in the sample material, the vibrational displacement
xv will cause a shift of the plasmon frequency that can be described to the first order as:
ωP (xv) = ωp −Gvxv (2.31)
This is comparable with optomechanical systems with Gv as the optomechanical coup-
ling rate. Since the polarizability of the molecule depends on the vibrational mode dis-
placement, Gv can be expressed with δα/δxv and the mode volume of the optical cavity
Vm:
Gv = ωP
(
δα
δxv
)
1
Vmε0
(2.32)
In turn, the plasmon acts back on the vibration through a time-dependent generalized
force:
Fp(t) = ~Gvnp(t) (2.33)
Where np is the instantaneous plasmon occupancy.
Although the quality factor of plasmonic resonances is typically low (Q ≈ 10) due to
efficient radiative and non-radiative damping, this can be compensated in part by the ex-
tremely small mode volume represented by the plasmonic fields[169]. The corresponding
quantum mechanical Hamilton operator of the coupled system is equivalent to that origi-
nally developed in the framework of cavity optomechanics. In this context, a typical optical
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cavity is formed by two highly reflective mirrors, with circulating photons inside, exerting
a radiation pressure on them. Connecting one of the mirrors to a mechanical oscillator, e.g.
an AFM cantilever that acts as a spring, the optical force is translated into a mechanical
excitation. The mechanical motion shifts the resonance frequency of the cavity, modifying
the intensity of the circulating light and therefore the radiation pressure. This feedback
mechanism is termed optomechanical backaction. Schematics of the optomechanical sy-
stems are shown in Figure 2.6. The delay in the plasmonic cavity field response to changes
in the resonance frequency results in a force component out of phase with the molecular
vibration, leading to either damping or amplification of the molecular vibration. Roelli and
co-workers found that an excitation laser blue-detuned from the plasmon resonance can
significantly amplify the molecular vibration and features a non-linear enhancement which
is not predicted in the conventional picture.
Figure 2.6: Schematics of optomechanical systems. Left: An optical cavity with one edge
mechanically connected to a mirror. Right: A Raman-active molecule located in a plasmonic
hot spot. The vibrational mode is sketched as two masses linked by a spring. Figure is
adapted from ref [169].
Electric field gradient
Raman spectra of materials subject to strong electric field gradients, such as those pre-
sent near a metal surface, can show significantly altered selection rules. It was found by
Ayars et al. that strong electric field gradients could change the Raman spectra of materi-
als. Selection rules can be significantly altered for a Raman scatterer near a metal surface
[171]. Meng and co-workers demonstrated that the electric field gradient has an even larger
effect than the electric field confinement by the tip in terms of the sub-nanometer spatial
resolution observed in ref [150] by theoretical calculations[172]. Figure 2.7 shows the sche-
matics of electric field and electric field gradient intensity distribution in the plane between
the tip and substrate in a TERS configuration. In another paper, Duan et al.[173] studied
how the electric field gradient on the length scale of a molecule affects the interaction
between the molecule and a localized plasmonic field by quantum mechanical calculations.
Their results also had a good agreement with the experimental data in ref [150].
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Figure 2.7: The electric field (a) and electric field gradient (b) intensity distribution in the
plane between the tip and substrate in a TERS configuration. The maximum of the electric
fieldenhancement locates at the center directly below the tip. In contrast, the maximum of
the electric field gradient forms a ring shape below the tip. Figure is adapted from ref [172].
Self interaction
In two recent publications[174, 175], Zhang et al. concluded that if the gap size is com-
parable with the molecule size, the inelastic scattering of the molecule is so strong that the
the Stokes-scattered field also influences the optical response of the molecule. This so-called
self-interaction process can strongly modulate the signal intensity and spatial sensitivity of
Raman response. Based on this, the authors stated the sub-nanometer resolution in TERS
could result from the strong optical coupling between the molecule with the plasmonic
nanogap.
In general, in the past two years an improved understanding of the mechanisms leading
to the substantial signal enhancement is achieved. However, the origin of the sub-nanometer
spatial resolution is still under discussion, and the potential influence of quantum and
atomistic effects (See section 2.2.3) and the recently proposed theoretical models for signal
enhancement are not clear yet.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Approach
3.1 Sample Preparation
Three types of SWCNT samples with different nanotube synthesis routes and wrapping
polymer/surfactants are used in our work. In this section we will describe their preparation
procedures individually.
COMOCAT (6,5) SWCNTs sorted by PFO-BPy
The polymer/SWCNT solution was provided by Imge Namal in the group of Prof. Dr.
Tobias Hertel (Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würzburg). It was prepared by mixing 10
mg CoMoCat SWCNTs soot (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 20 mg PFO-BPy (American Dye
Source) in 20 ml of toluene. The mixture was ultra-sonicated by a horn sonicator for 10 h at
0◦C. Subsequently, the dispersion was centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 30 min, the supernatant
was then selected and re-dispersed in chlorobenzene through 20 min ultra-sonication and
1 h cup sonication.
The deposition of SWCNTs on glass coverslip was done in our chemistry lab via spin-
coating. The received solution was diluted 10 times and then mildly sonicated in a water
bath sonicator for 5 min. 20 µl of the diluted solution was dropped on a glass coverslip
(Marienfeld, refractive index n∼ 1.52). The glass coverslip was put still for 20s for the
SWCNTs to sink down on the surface. Then spin-coating was taken place at 3000 rpm
for 30s. Afterwards the glass was kept rotating, and roughly 2 ml of acetone, toulene and
isopropanol was respectively dropped onto it to remove the excess polymer[103].
CVD (6,5) SWCNTs sorted by PFO-BPy
The polymer/SWCNT solution together with drop-casted samples was provided by
Kerstin Müller and Matthias Kastner in the group of Prof. Dr. Tobias Hertel (Julius-
Maximilians-Universität Würzburg). The SWNT soot was prepared via CVD at 725◦C,
12 mbar and the catalyst was FeCo and zeolite. Then 30 mg as-prepared CVD SWCNTs
soot and 30 mg PFO-BPy (American Dye Source) were dispersed in 7.5 ml of toluene
(Fisher Chemical, quality pa). The mixture was then shear-mixed for 3 h at room tempe-
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rature. Afterwards the solution was bench-top-centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 4 min and the
supernatant was selected.
The drop-casted sample was made from the following steps. Firstly 10 l of the as-
prepared suspension was dropped in the middle of the cover glass (Menzel, type 0). The
glass was put still for 30 seconds for a better adsorption of the tubes on the glass surface.
Subsequently the second cover glass was put on top of it to uniformly spread the solution
onto the glass surface. Some grease was placed at the edges to fix the two glasses together.
COMOCAT (6,5) SWCNTs wrapped with single-stranded DNA
DNA-wrapped SWCNT solution was provided by the group of Prof. Mark C. Hersam
(Northwestern University, Illinois). The CoMoCat SWCNT raw soots were dissolved in
water and density gradient ultracentrifugation (DGU) sorted the nanotubes by diameter.
The SWCNTs were dialyzed and re-dispersed in water using single-stranded DNA ([GT ]10)
as surfactant.
3.2 Experimental Setup
3.2.1 Confocal Microscope
Confocal Microscope setup forms the basis of TENOM. A sketch is shown in Figure 3.1.
For all the work in this thesis, a helium-neon laser (Thorlabs, 17 mW) with emission
wavelength at 632.8 nm was used. The laser firstly goes through a laser line filter (LF) to
clean out the other wavelengths. Then a pair of lenses with different focal length prelimi-
narily expands the beam diameter. An optional mode convertor is placed after the lenses
to turn the linearly polarized beam into radial polarization. (A radially polarized beam
is preferred in near-field measurements because it contains more longitudinal components
after focusing. We will discuss this further in the next section.) Afterwards, a second pair
of lenses expands the beam further to a diameter of 10 mm, so that it fully fills the back
aperture of the objective lens to take advantage of its high NA. A pinhole (PH) is put at
the focus point between two lenses for spatial filtering.
Subsequently the laser goes into the microscope. We have an inverted optical microscope
(Nikon Eclipse TE2000) modified to sample scanning mode. The sample holder is fixed on
a piezo scan stage (PI, P-517.3) offering a scan range of 100 µm × 100 µm × 20 µm
with 1 nm resolution in three directions. An SPM controller (RHK Technologies, SPM
1000) administers image acquisition. Inside the microscope, a non-polarizing beam splitter
(Melles Griot, 50% transmission, 50% reflection) reflects the laser towards the objective
lens. The objective lens (Nikon, CFI Apo TIRF 60X NA 1.49, oil immersion, infinity
corrected) focuses the laser on the sample plane. The NA value is as large as 1.49, meaning
that the focus is very tight and working distance is pretty small (0.12 mm). The optical
response together with reflected and scattered laser light is collected by the same objective
lens, then passes the beam splitter and exits the microscope at the side port.
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Figure 3.1: A sketch of the confocal microscope setup. The laser is first spectrally cleaned
by a laser line filter (LF), then expanded by two pairs of lenses such that the beam fills the
back aperture of the objective lens. A mode converter (MC) is placed between two pairs
of lenses if a radially polarized beam is needed. In this case a pinhole (PH) is also used
to filter out higher-order modes. After entering the microscope, the laser is reflected by a
beam splitter (BS) and then focused on the sample by an NA=1.49 objective lens. The
optical response is collected by the same objective lens, transmits the beam splitter and
leaves the microscope. The first element in the detection path is a 633 nm long pass filter
(LF) which removes excess laser light. Afterwards a flippable mirror (FM) determines if
the signal goes to two APDs or the spectrometer. On the path to the APDs, the light first
passes a dichroic mirror so that the visible part and near-infrared part are separated and
detected by two APDs individually. Usually filters (F1, F2) are put in front of the APDs
to select a particular spectral window.
Reflected or scattered laser takes up the most part of the light exiting the microscope.
Therefore in the detection path a steep 633 nm longpass filter (Semrock) is firstly employed
to remove the laser signal. Then a flippable mirror (FM) directs the signal either to two
identical avalanche photodiodes (APD, Perkin Elmer, SPCM-AQR series) for Raman or
PL imaging, or to the spectrometer (Andor shamrock 303i) and a charged-couple-device
camera (CCD, Andor iDus) for spectroscopic analysis. If the flippable mirror is down, the
light hits a dichroic mirror with cut-off wavelength at 800 nm which separates the visible
and near-infrared parts. Then the light is focused by the lenses onto the APDs. Band pass
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or long pass filters are put in the path to select a particular spectral window. Usually the
first APD detects Raman bands and the second detects PL signals.
The detection efficiency of both APDs and spectrometer significantly decrease towards
near-infrared wavelength. The upper detection limit of wavelength is 1000 nm. Particularly,
if one measures a broad spectral range, the wavelength dependence of the transmission of
various optical elements (objective lens, beam splitter, gratings in spectrometer, etc) must
be considered. The solution is to measure the spectra of a calibration lamp with known
radiation energy-wavelength relationship. By comparing the measured intensity with real
emission intensity at each wavelength, a correction curve could be obtained.
3.2.2 Tip-enhanced near-field Optical Microscope
Our TENOM setup is based on the confocal microscope described above while several
additional features have been added to enable tip scanning in the vicinity of sample surface.
These features include laser mode conversion, a scanning head together with its tip-sample
distance control system. They will be introduced in this section.
Mode Conversion
It is known that the electric field of the incident laser should be polarized along the tip
axis (referred to as z axis in the following) to optimize the tip-enhanced near-fields due to
lightning-rod effect[176]. A linearly polarized beam only provides very weak z components
after being focused, so we exploit a higher laser mode, namely the radially polarized mode.
The mode conversion is achieved by a mode convertor which consists of 4 quadrants
of λ/2 waveplates. As shown in Figure 3.2 (a), these 4 waveplates are placed in the way
that the incident electric field is rotated into radial directions. Note that if θ is the angle
between the optical axis of waveplate and electric field polarization direction of the incident
beam, its orientation is rotated by 2θ. More details could be found in ref [177]. Subsequent
spatial filtering with a pinhole removes higher-order laser modes and results in a clear
radially polarized beam.
When the radially polarized laser is focused by a high NA objective lens, the z-
components of the opposing polarizations interfere constructively resulting in a strong
z component. Figure 3.2 (b) displays that the longitudinal field intensity E2z is very strong
in the center while the transverse components E2r has a hole there. In the lab when we
put a piece of paper perpendicular to the laser propagation direction, the E2r pattern can
be observed. That’s why the radially polarized beam is also called “donut mode”. The
transverse in-plane components E2x and E
2
y exhibit typical double lobe patterns. With the
laser wavelength at 632.8 nm, the distance between these two lobes is about 300 nm. This
number determines the optical resolution of confocal microscopy with this particular mode.
Scan Head
The scan head is the key part of TENOM setup. During the measurement it stays above
the sample with three feet individually standing on the holders fixed to the microscope.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Mode conversion from a linearly polarized beam to a radially polarized
beam using a composite waveplate. An intermediate mode is formed after the beam passes
the mode convertor, consisting of four regions with linear polarizations along ±x and ±y.
Undesired higher-order modes are cleaned out by a pinhole. (b) Field distributions after
focusing the radially polarized laser with an NA 1.49 objective lens. The peak of the z
component E2z is 5 times stronger than that of the radial component E
2
r . The scale bar is
500nm.
In the center of the scan head is a perpendicularly aligned piezo tube containing x, y, z
piezos. The piezo voltages are controlled by the RHK to adjust the tip position. A circuit
board, with the tuning fork and other electronic elements, is mechanically attached to the
lower end of the piezo tube. The dither piezo sit soldered close to the upper end of the
piezo tube is the dither piezo soldered. A periodic voltage signal is applied to the dither
piezo by an external device (easyPLL, Nanosurf) and to mechanically excite the tuning
fork oscillation. Other elements on the circuit board filters out the noise and are used for
a first amplification of the electrical tuning fork signal, which will be described in the next
part. The tip is carefully cut to a length of 2 mm and rigidly glued to one leg of the tuning
fork following an optimized procedure. In the measurement the tip always vibrates together
with the tuning fork.
Tip-sample distance control by shear-force feedback
In all kinds of scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM), the tip-sample distance
needs to be kept very small (a few nm). This means the feedback system must be highly
sensitive relying on short-ranged interactions between tip and sample surface. In STM-
based systems, the tunneling current is exploited to determine the distance[178, 179]. This
only applies to conductive samples. On the other hand, it has been found that if a probe
vibrates parallel to the sample surface, the vibration will be influenced by the proximity of
the sample. The force between probe and surface is called shear-force and its origin could
be a thin water layer on the sample surface and electromagnetic friction[122, 180, 181]. In
our TENOM setup, the distance-dependent shear-force is employed as feedback signal to
maintain a constant tip-sample interaction.
The magnitude of the shear-force is estimated to be tens of pN [122] and it is thus chal-
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lenging to measure it accurately. Nowadays the most commonly used method for shear-force
detection is using quartz tuning forks that were originally installed in quartz watches for
time standards[182]. A tuning fork has two prongs with electrodes deposited on them. The
mechanical oscillation of the two prongs generate time-varying surface charges, producing
a current that is subsequently measured by an external electronic circuit. Vice versa, an
AC voltage applied to a tuning fork also results in the vibration of two prongs. Therefore
the tuning fork is a convertor between mechanical and electrical signals. A bare tuning
fork’s oscillation frequency is 215 Hz = 32768 Hz. With a gold tip glued, the frequency of
tip/tuning fork system reduces to 30-31 kHz due to the increased mass.
Figure 3.3: Schematic of the shear-force feedback system for tip-sample distance control.
(a) The PLL drives the tuning fork to oscillate through a dither piezo. The output voltage
from the tuning fork is amplified in two stages and then sent to the PLL detector. The
PLL controller changes the driving frequency to keep the phase constant at φ0. In this way
the tuning fork/tip is always driven at its actual resonance frequency. The SPM controller
compares this resonance frequency f and accordingly changes the z-piezo voltage to keep a
constant frequency shift. (b) The amplitude and phase of the tuning fork vibration against
driving frequency in free space (black) and with shear-force applied (red). The existence of
shear-force moderately shifts the resonance frequency to the right and leads to a reduced
amplitude. However the phase at resonance in both cases is the same φ0. This enables the
employment of the phase-locked-loop technique.
In our experiment, we detect the vibration frequency shift as a measure for the shear-
force itself. The schematic of the feedback system is shown in Figure 3.3. The amplitude
and phase of the tuning fork oscillation without external perturbation is the black curve
in Figure 3.3 (b), its resonance frequency is f0 and the phase at f0 is φ0. When the tip
approaches the surface, due to shear-force, the resonance frequency will slightly increase
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from f0 to f1 and the amplitude will drop a bit. However the phase only shifts in frequency,
and the resonance f1 still corresponds with φ0. This enables the phase-locked-loop (PLL)
technique illustrated in Figure 3.3 (a). The PLL system (easyPLL, Nanosurf) drives the
tuning fork at a variable frequency f through the dither piezo. When the tip is far from
the sample, f is the resonance frequency f0. The output voltage from tuning fork is firstly
amplified by a junction field-effect transistor (JFET) and then an operational amplifier
(OPA, voltage × 1000) placed in a metal box on the scanning head. The signal is finally
handed to PLL. PLL measures the phase with respect to the driving and resets its value
back to φ0 by changing the driving frequency f. During the measurement, f is always the
actual resonance frequency. f is then given to the SPM controller. The SPM controller
varies the z piezo voltage to move the tip up or down such that the frequency shift (f1 -
f0) matches the preset value. In this way the probe-sample distance is kept constant. The
z-piezo voltage is recorded and multiplied by the calibration factor to obtain topography
data.
Tip centering
Besides the z position, x and y position of the tip also need to be adjusted so that
the tip is centered in the laser focus. This process is named tip centering. In TENOM
measurements, we use the gold tip’s photoluminescence to align the tip position. Firstly
we retract the tip, look through the eyepiece and move the screws of scanning head holder
until the shadow of the tip is located in the center of laser pattern. Then we increase the
laser power and land the tip. One could see that APD count rate increases as the tip gets
closer to the sample surface. After the tip is landed, we manually tune the x,y piezo voltage
on RHK. It must be very slow to prevent tip crashing. By changing the voltage, we let the
tip move in x-y plane. When the tip comes into the center of laser focus, gold PL is the
strongest and we can locate this position by finding the largest APD count rate.
As soon as the tip is successfully centered, the probe scanning can be started. We
normally scan over an area of 1µm × 1µm with 128 pixels in each column and row. The
pixel size is around 8nm. To avoid tip damage, the scanning speed is set quite low less than
0.5 µm/s and the tip stays at each pixel for more than 10 ms.
3.2.3 Gold tip fabrication
The sharp gold tips we used in TENOM measurements are prepared via electrochemical
etching. A sketch is shown in Figure 3.4 (a). The gold wire (diameter 0.25 mm, Chempur,
99.995%) was dipped into a solution of hydrochloric acid (fuming 37%, Sigma-Aldrich) filled
in a quartz cuvette. A platinum ring was made from twisted platinum wire (diameter 0.1
mm, Chempur, 99.995%) and used as counter electrode around the gold wire. A function
generator (BK Precision, 4003A) applied square pulses with a duration of 30 us, repetition
rate 3 kHz and an amplitude of 8V between the two electrodes. The main reactions are:
Au+ 4Cl− → AuCl−4 + 3e−
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2H+ + 2e− → H2
The gold wire loses electrons and gets oxidized, while the H+ receives electron and
turns into hydrogen.
The etching process was observed with an optical microscope in front of the cuvette. The
magnification of the microscope is about 80 times. A manual on/off switch was introduced
between function generator and gold wire, and one can stop the reaction when the wire
diameter reaches the desired size. The microscope is not able to resolve structures below
several µm, thus finding the right moment of stopping the etching depends on the user’s
experience and needs some training. After that, we take the gold wire out and cut off the
end with a length of 10 mm. Then the tips are rinsed in DI water and put in a cylinder
tip holder.
The final step is to check the diameter and morphology of the gold tips under SEM.
Only the tips with symmetric shape and diameter below 30 nm will be used in experiments.
Figure 3.4 (b) is an SEM image of a good tip. The diameter is about 20 nm.
(a) (b)
AuPt
Figure 3.4: (a) A scheme of electrochemical etching setup. Voltage pulses were applied
between the gold wire (anode) and platinum rings (cathode) immersed in HCl solution.
(b) SEM image of a sharp gold tip with 20 nm diameter.
Chapter 4
Near-field Optical Imaging of (6,5)
SWCNT/Polymer Conjugates
As mentioned in Chapter 2, it is very crucial and still challenging to separate single chi-
rality SWCNT for their applications. Various techniques have been invented to realize
this goal including chirality-specific polymer wrapping. However, when researchers report
their results of nanotube sorting, only macroscopic ensemble methods such as PLE maps,
absorption spectra or SEM morphology checks are utilized[100, 183]. In addition, the post-
synthesis treatment can alter the properties of SWCNTs as well, but its potential effect
has been rarely discussed. Very few papers have experimentally studied polymer/SWCNT
interactions and the influence of the wrapping agent on SWCNT’s photoactivity at the
nanoscale. Our TENOM setup with 10-20 nm spatial resolution and strong signal enhan-
cement offers us the chance to look into these questions on the single nanotube level.
Polyfluorene (PFO)-based extraction of semiconducting SWCNTs has attracted much
interest because of its simplicity and high purity[184]. Among PFO derivatives, PFO-BPy
was shown to selectively wrap and disperse (6,5) SWCNTs[102]. Aside from polymers, A
large variety of amphiphilic surfactants were also used to disperse SWCNTs, such as sodium
cholate (SC), sodium deoxycholate (DOC) and single-stranded (ss) or double-stranded (ds)
DNA. In our measurements three SWCNT samples are selected: commercially available
CoMoCAT (6,5) SWCNTs (referred to as CoMoCAT SWCNTs in the following) sorted
by PFO-BPy, CVD-synthesized, without purification (6,5) SWCNTs (referred to as CVD
SWCNTs in the following) sorted by PFO-BPy and CoMoCAT (6,5) SWCNTs wrapped
with single-stranded DNA. The CoMoCAT nanotubes are treated with acids or oxygen to
remove catalyst particles, amorphous carbon etc. This treatment can shorten the tubes and
lead to a higher defect density. The CVD tubes are used directly after synthesis without
any treatment. The two PFO-BPy wrapped samples represent selective polymer extraction
(SPE) method (See section 1.2) which is the most common approach to sort SWCNTs
nowadays. The DNA-wrapped nanotubes represent aqueous two-phase extraction (ATPE)
technique acting as a control group.
Photoluminescence, as the radiative decay of excitons, is very sensitive to extrinsic
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effects arising from the wrapping polymer or adsorbed species (See section 1.3). In the first
section of this chapter, we will present typical near-field images of all the three samples.
Inhomogeneous PL intensity along the nanotubes is commonly observed. In the second
section, we will construct a statistical model to evaluate the PL intensity fluctuations
and further assess the influence of different wrapping polymers and SWCNT treatment.
A main factor causing the fluctuation are defects. In the third section we will generate
photo-induced defects on nanotubes and investigate how they influence SWCNT PL.
4.1 Observation of Near-field PL intensity variations
along SWCNTs
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Figure 4.1: Confocal and near-field images of PFO-BPy sorted CoMoCAT (6,5) SWCNTs.
a) Confocal PL images indicate the positions of nanotubes. A 950 nm longpass filter was
used in the detection path, so most bright spots result from (6,5) nanotubes. The white
rectangle marks the position of the subsequent near-field scan. b) - d) Simultaneous near-
field Raman, PL and topography images. The λ22 of (6,5) SWCNTs is too far from our
excitation wavelength to satisfy resonant Raman scattering condition, therefore Raman
intensities of (6,5) nanotubes should be very weak. That’s why structure B is not visible in
(b). The strong near-field Raman signal of structure A probably comes from (7,5) SWCNTs
with λ22 at 644 nm. Since it also shows bright near-field PL signal in (c), structure A is
likely to be a thin bundle of (6,5) and (7,5) SWCNTs. Near-field PL intensities along the
nanotubes exhibit significant fluctuations.
Confocal PL image and simultaneous near-field Raman, PL and topography images of
PFO-BPy sorted CoMoCAT (6,5) SWCNTs are shown in Figure 4.1. On the left is the
diffraction-limited far-field PL image (20× 20 µm2, 128 pixels per line) with roughly 250
nm spatial resolution (See chapter 2). In the experiment a 950 nm long pass filter was used
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because the detection efficiency of the Si-APD drops significantly for wavelengths exceeding
1000 nm (See chapter 3), thus most of the bright spots represent the (6,5) nanotubes with
λ11 = 975 nm. A high density of the nanotubes is observed, and the majority of the
tubes have a length below 2 µm. The areas showing a bright and extended PL signal in
the confocal scan were chosen for further TENOM studies. Figure 4.1 (b) - (d) display
the near-field images recorded in the white rectangular area in (a). In (b) and (c) clear
near-field signals are shown with 20 nm spatial resolution. The Raman G band signal was
detected with a bandpass filter 700± 5 nm. The topography in (d) is a bit broad with 35
nm spatial resolution, likely due to slightly broadened tip shape.
Very interestingly, the Raman and PL signals don’t exactly follow the topographical
data. First of all, two nanotube-like structures (labeled as A, B) are seen in PL and topo-
graphy while B totally disappears in the Raman image. The reason is that the wavelength
corresponding to the energy of the second excited state (λ22) of (6,5) SWCNTs is 567
nm which is quite far from our excitation wavelength 632.8 nm. Therefore it’s difficult to
achieve resonant Raman scattering condition in the experiment and the Raman intensity
for (6,5) nanotube is expected to be very weak. The strong near-field Raman signal of
structure A probably comes from (7,5) SWCNTs with λ22 at 644 nm. Given that structure
A also exhibits a substantial near-field PL signal, it is very likely to be a thin bundle consi-
sting of (6,5) and (7,5) SWCNTs. Its topographic height of around 3 nm also matches the
height of a few stacked nanotubes plus the surrounding PFO-BPy layer, which supports
our speculation.
In addition, in the upper part of the images, a 100 nm long segment of A (labeled by the
white arrow) is totally dark in both Raman and PL images. The first guess would be that
this part is deeply covered with surfactants or impurities so that the tip is too far from the
nanotube for signal enhancement. However, this cannot be true because the height along
structure A is constant. One possibility is that this part only includes (6,5) SWCNTs and
that the PL is quenched by intrinsic defects[63, 10] or chemisorbed species[77].
The near-field Raman intensity and topographic height along the nanotubes are quite
stable with little variations. On the contrary, the near-field PL intensities along both A and
B are fluctuating a lot with alternating bright and dark segments. The shortest segment
length is 30 nm. This confirms that the PL is more sensitive to environment and contains
more information. The variation of PL will be further discussed in the next section.
Confocal PL image and simultaneous near-field Raman, PL and topography images of
PFO-BPy sorted CVD (6,5) SWCNTs are shown in Figure 4.2. The same filters (950 nm
long pass for PL, 700± 5 nm for Raman G band) were used. The CVD sample has a much
lower SWCNTs density on the glass slide, in the sense that only a few nanotubes can be
observed in the confocal image within 20 × 20 µm2. Compared with CoMoCAT SWCNTs,
these SWCNTs are generally much longer with lengths exceeding 2 µm. They also emit
stronger PL probably because they are free from acid or oxygen treatment. In the far-field
image there are some nanotube structures exhibiting very bright PL, such as the one in the
lower part of Figure 4.2 (a). They are very likely large nanotube bundles and are avoided
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Figure 4.2: Confocal and near-field images of PFO-BPy sorted CVD (6,5) SWCNTs. The
used filters are the same as in Figure 4.1. a) Only a few SWCNTs are found in the confocal
PL image, which indicates a lower nanotube density. The typical length of CVD nanotubes
is a few microns. The extremely bright signals come from nanotube bundles. b) - d) Si-
multaneous near-field Raman, PL and topography images. One nanotube could be seen in
all three images. It exhibits weak near-field Raman intensity but strong near-field PL. The
PL intensity along the nanotube fluctuates, but to a smaller extent than in Figure 4.1 (c).
Moreover, in some cases the intensity fluctuations affect the whole horizontal scan direction
indicating that they are due to blinking of the nanotube rather than spatial variations. In
(d) many smaller features with a few nms height exist both on glass substrate and on the
nanotube.
in the subsequent near-field tip scans.
Figure 4.2 (b)-(d) show the corresponding near-field Raman, PL and topography images
of a single extended PL signal in (a). From the width of the optical signals, the spatial
resolution is seen to be about 20 nm. Both the near-field Raman and PL intensity follow the
nanotube seen topographically. As we said before, the Raman intensity is quite weak. The
near-field PL is sharp, and intensity variations along the nanotube are observed, although
the fluctuations are not as strong as in Figure 4.1. In the topography image, besides the
nanotube, many particles with 30-50 nm size and a few nms height are seen. They could
be excess polymer from the solution or some catalyst residuals from the CVD synthesis. It
could be observed that some of these features are attached to or stacked on the nanotube,
resulting in a topographical height as much as 5 nm. The part with a larger height doesn’t
correlate with a lower PL intensity, therefore we know the PL variation doesn’t origin from
the possible change in tip-sample distance.
A typical set of confocal PL and simultaneous near-field Raman, PL and topography
images of DNA wrapped CoMoCAT CVD (6,5) SWCNTs are shown in Figure 4.3. A dense
coverage of nanotubes on glass is observed in (a). They have a similar length as the ones in
Figure 4.1. A nanotube is seen in the topography image with a height of 2.5 nm. Since no
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Figure 4.3: Confocal and near-field images of DNA wrapped CoMoCAT (6,5) SWCNTs.
The used optical filters are the same as in Figure 4.1. a) Confocal image which is seen to
be similar to the one in Figure 4.1. A dense coverage of nanotubes with length around 1
µm is observed. b) - d) Simultaneous near-field Raman, PL and topography images. One
nanotube is seen in the topography image, but no near-field Raman signal is detected and
only a small part in the center emits near-field PL.
near-field Raman signal was detected, its chirality is likely to be a (6,5). However, different
from the other two samples, most parts of the nanotube are dark in the near-field PL
image except a 250 nm long segment in the center. Within this bright segment, the PL
intensity also varies. We note that this is not an extreme example but typical for DNA-
wrapped SWCNTs: they mostly exhibit strong intensity fluctuations with a few hundred
nms long sections being totally dark. It should be noted that most raw data on DNA-
wrapped nanotubes were recorded by a former group member Carsten Georgi and is used
here for comparison. The data analysis is done by the writer.
4.2 Statistical analysis of near-field PL heterogeneity
of different SWCNT samples
In the last section we noticed that the near-field PL intensities along the nanotube are near-
ly always heterogeneous regardless of the sample type. Generally, the intensity variations
can be further divided into two categories:
 PL quenching, i.e. a particular part of the nanotube doesn’t emit any near-field
PL in the detection window. This usually results from defects, nanotube ends or
local charges, where the original energy band configuration is perturbed and a non-
radiative decay path (often related to an intermediate energy state) dominates the
exciton relaxation[61, 185, 58, 186].
 rapid PL fluctuations, i.e. the near-field PL intensity varies without being completely
quenched due to exciton localization. Exciton localization refers to the fact that ex-
citon energy variations along the nanotube promotes exciton diffusion towards local
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energy minima[11, 187]. These local energy minima are called localization sites and
they exhibit a locally enhanced PL intensity owing to an increased exciton density. An
illustration is shown in Figure 4.4. In general, the exciton energy variations could be
induced by intrinsic defects, side-wall functionalization[188, 189], inhomogeneous po-
lymer wrapping[11, 75], physis/chemisorbed species[77, 190], local temperature[191]
and strain[192, 193] difference.
PL intensity
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Figure 4.4: A qualitative illustration of exciton localization in SWCNTs. Exciton energy
along the nanotube is not constant but fluctuating. The excitons tend to diffuse toward the
local minima due to the energy difference. At these sites, the local PL intensity is higher
because of a greater exciton density, but the PL emission energy is lower.
In SWCNT-based solar cell devices, a very important requirement after photon ab-
sorption is the successful intra- or inter-nanotube exciton transport to the interface. Both
of the aforementioned cases involve a trap state which “captures” the excitons and pre-
vents them from traveling, which will be detrimental to the device performance. Therefore,
the near-field PL heterogeneity can be an essential indicator for the photoactivity of SW-
CNT/polymer conjugates and would therefore be of great interest.
In a given near-field image, by defining a profile along a nanotube, one can extract
the PL intensities at each pixel I1, I2...In. To quantify the PL intensity heterogeneity, we
introduced a statistical parameter, coefficient of variation Cv defined as:
Cv =
σ
µ
(4.1)
Where σ is the standard deviation and µ is the mean value. Here we used Cv instead of
standard deviation because the enhancement factor can be different among tips. A tip with
stronger field enhancement increases the intensity resulting in a larger standard deviation.
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This effect can be cancelled out by dividing the standard deviation by the mean value. For
an ideal defect-free SWCNT, the PL intensity is always the same, so σ = 0 and Cv = 0.
A larger Cv value means a stronger intensity fluctuation, indicating more exciton traps on
the nanotube, hence a lower suitability for SWCNT-based solar cell devices.
In Figure 4.5, the PFO-BPy wrapped CoMoCAT SWCNT in Figure 4.2 was taken as an
example to show our PL intensity heterogeneity analysis. The nanotube profile is marked
by a green dashed line in (a). The extracted PL intensity was plotted against distance along
the nanotube axis in (b). It shows apparent fluctuations even reaching zero. An average
PL intensity µ = 19.1 kHz and a standard deviation σ = 15.6 kHz were found. Thus the
Cv of this particular nanotube is σ/µ = 0.82.
a
Figure 4.5: Near-field PL intensity heterogeneity analysis on the SWCNT in Figure 4.2.
(a) Near-field PL image. A profile is defined along the nanotube and the intensity at each
pixel is read out. (b) PL intensity profile along the nanotube axis. Strong fluctuations can
be observed.
To ensure the validity of our statistical analysis, we performed measurements and data
selection with the following criterion:
 The PL intensity of SWCNTs saturate at high excitation power due to exciton-exciton
annihilation[65, 194, 195]. To minimize its influence, in all the TENOM measurements
contributing to this work a moderate laser power below 0.2 mW/ µm2 was used.
 The spectra of the SWCNT were checked before or after TENOM measurements.
Only the nanotubes with a characteristic (6,5) PL peak were selected for the following
statistical analysis. A typical PL peak of (6,5) SWCNT at room temperature is shown
in Figure 4.6. The peak center is around 1.27 eV with ∼ 30 meV full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM). Considering tube-tube variation, we allowed the PL peak center
to lie between 1.25 and 1.28 eV (wavelength range ∼ 980-1000 nm).
 The nanotube ends also quench PL. Therefore the PL of a short nanotube with a few
hundred nms length will be heavily suppressed. There have been several studies on
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how the nanotube length affects the quantum yield [57, 58]. To reduce the influence
of nanotube ends, we only included nanotubes longer than 500 nm in our analysis.
Figure 4.6: A typical PL peak of (6,5) SWCNT at room temperature. The peak is centered
at 1.27 eV with a 30 meV half-maximum full-width.
We collected a large amount of TENOM measurement data, then selected at least 15
individual SWCNTs for each of these three sample types and analyzed their near-field PL
heterogeneity. Their Cv values are plotted in a histogram shown in Figure 4.7.
From Figure 4.7 it is clear that PFO-BPy wrapped SWCNTs are more optically ho-
mogeneous than the DNA wrapped ones. We attribute this to a more uniform wrapping
from PFO-BPy. The mechanism of the selective wrapping of SWCNTs by PFO families is
not yet fully understood, but from MD simulations it is assumed that the polymer back-
bone interacts with nanotube surface through π− π conjugation, and the side alkyl chains
promote debundling and dispersion in organic solvents. With an optimal dihedral angle
between nanotube axis and polymer backbone, the interaction is maximized and the steric
hinderance from large rigid building blocks maintains the contact, resulting in a helical
wrapping around the nanotube[92, 98, 99]. On the other hand, the aromatic nucleic-acid
base of DNA also interacts with SWCNT through π−π stacking, but meanwhile leaves its
phosphate backbone highly charged[196, 197, 91]. These local charges could be expected
to quench the PL. In addition, DNA-wrapped SWCNTs are dispersed in aqueous solution.
After spin-coating there could be some residual water adsorbed on both the surface and
the inner side of SWCNTs. The water molecules are known to p-dope the nanotubes and
enhance nonradiative exciton decay[77]. Another possible reason is that compared with
PFO-BPy, single-stranded DNAs have a smaller molecule size and leaves more surface area
of SWCNT uncovered, which contributes to the PL fluctuation.
Between the two PFO-BPy wrapped SWCNTs, we could see that their average Cv
values are quite close indicating the uniform wrapping for both materials. In the case of
CoMoCAT SWCNTs, there are two nanotubes observed with quite large Cv values. As
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Figure 4.7: The Cv values of individual nanotubes from different samples. From up to down
are the Cv distributions of PFO-BPy wrapped CoMoCAT SWCNTs, PFO-BPy wrapped
CVD SWCNTs and DNA wrapped CoMoCAT SWCNTs. The PFO-BPy wrapped nanotu-
bes have smaller Cv values than DNA-wrapped ones. The two kinds of PFO-BPy nanotubes
have very similar Cv values, but the CVD nanotubes have a narrow distribution.
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mentioned before, CoMoCAT SWCNTs are treated with acids or oxygen to remove metal
catalysts after synthesis, which could induce defects on them. We attribute the extraor-
dinarily heterogeneous PL distribution of these two SWCNTs to a high defect density. In
general, the optical homogeneity is not primarily determined by nanotube material specific
properties which could result from different post-synthesis treatment.
To sum up, we introduced a new statistical parameter Cv to characterize the optical
heterogeneity of near-field PL of different SWCNT samples for the first time. A larger Cv
represents a stronger PL intensity fluctuation, indicating the exciton has a larger probabi-
lity to be trapped during diffusion or quenched by local defect sites, hence the sample is
less suitable for solar cell applications. Based on a large number of TENOM measurements
on individual nanotubes, we demonstrated that PFO-BPy is a better wrapping agent than
DNA because PFO-BPy wrapped SWCNTs exhibit high optical homogeneity, while the
DNA-wrapped ones, typically with totally dark segments at a few hundred nms length,
have a larger Cv value. Comparing the results from PFO-BPy wrapped CoMoCAT and
CVD nanotubes, we found that the intrinsic homogeneity of SWCNTs is not the determi-
ning factor for optical homogeneity, which underlines the importance of choosing a suitable
wrapping agent.
4.3 Photo-induced defects and their influence on near-
field PL
From previous discussions we know that defects quench PL and prevent exciton diffusion.
Aside from the inevitable ones resulting from the synthesis process and post-synthesis
treatment, they can also be induced under illumination during device operation. For a
SWCNT-based solar cell, the generation of defects can be expected to strongly diminish the
transport abilities of nanotubes and heavily harm the device performance. In this section,
we will generate localized defects on single SWCNTs using the strong optical near-fields
under the gold tip and monitor how these defects affect the near-field PL.
Figure 4.8 shows a series of near-field PL images recorded on the same nanotube under
constant illumination. In order to induce the defects relatively fast, a strong excitation
intensity of approximately 2 mW/ µm2 was used. The images are plotted on the same
scale for intensity comparison.
How the SWCNT is bleached step by step is clearly displayed in these images. The
first near-field scan reveals a bright and nearly continuous nanotube profile. Similar with
the images in section 4.2, the PL intensity along the nanotube is not homogeneous. Two
positions exhibit a local maximum labeled as A and B. They are likely due to exciton
localization . In the second scan, a few dark segments start to appear, indicating that
photo-induced defects are generated and quench the PL within a certain distance around
them. Most part of the nanotube emits PL but not as bright as in scan 1. As the experiment
proceeds, in the third scan the PL intensity further drops and the nanotube consists of
alternating dark and bright segments. The localization effect at position A has disappeared.
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Figure 4.8: Near-field PL images of a PFO-BPy SWNT consecutively recorded at roughly 2
mW/ µm2 excitation intensity. Step-like bleaching is observed within individual segments.
In the fourth scan nearly all the nanotube is “switched off” with only two luminescent spots
visible in the image.
From the near-field scan series, we can obtain some information about the exciton
diffusion range. When a defect is generated, it will not only trap excitons at this position
but all excitons which can reach this defect through diffusion. That’s why in Figure 4.8
the dark segments always have a certain length. In Figure 4.9 the PL intensities along the
nanotube in different scans was plotted and compared. For example, nearly all the PL peaks
in scan 1 are preserved except the one marked with a green rectangle. This corresponds to a
newly appeared quenched segment with about 50 nm length. A similar dark segment length
is found from the comparison between scan 2 and scan 3 (right side of Figure 4.9). This
measurement was repeated on a few other nanotubes, and the shortest length of quenched
segment was always found to be around 50 nm. This is on the same order of magnitude
with previous studies on nanotubes deposited on a dielectric substrate[61, 58, 10]. Higher
values at a few hundred nms are observed in air-suspended SWCNTs[59, 198]. Due to the
finite spatial resolution from the gold tip, the observed length would be the upper limit of
the exciton diffusion range.
In section 4.2 we introduced Cv to evaluate the near-field PL heterogeneity. Cv reflects
the optical property of a whole nanotube but cannot reveal any information on the length
scale of the optical heterogeneity, i.e. cannot distinguish if there’s a regular length of the
alternating bright and dark segments. In Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), an
autocorrelation function is defined to find the temporal fluctuations of the fluorescence
intensity[199]:
G(τ) =
〈δI(t)δI(t+ τ)〉
〈I(t)〉2
(4.2)
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Figure 4.9: The length of PL quenched segments yields information about exciton diffusion
range. The quenched parts are highlighted with green rectangles. Left: Near-field PL inten-
sity comparison between scan 1 and 2. Right: Near-field PL intensity comparison between
scan 2 and 3. In both cases, a ∼50nm quenched segment is observed.
Where δI(t) = I(t)− 〈I(t)〉 is the deviation from the mean intensity. Similarly, we can
define an autocorrelation function between intensity I and position x to find the spatial
fluctuations of the near-field PL intensity:
G(X) =
〈δI(x)δI(x+X)〉
〈I(x)〉2
(4.3)
Where δI(x) = I(x) − 〈I(x)〉 is the deviation from mean intensity at one position. In
FCS, how fast the autocorrelation function decays with τ indicates the diffusion time for
one particle to move out of the detection area or volume. In our analysis, how fast the
autocorrelation function decays with X tells us the correlation length from bright to dark.
Applying the function G(X) to the nanotube in Figure 4.8, we obtain the autocorrela-
tion curves shown in Figure 4.10. The corresponding curves of scan 1 and scan 2 are quite
alike and decrease very slowly with log(X). In these two scans most part of the tube is not
quenched yet and the PL intensity contains no periodic component so that no correlation
length can be resolved. On the contrary, the decay in scan 3 and 4 both is much faster
because the defects have separated the nanotube into quenched and bright segments, redu-
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Figure 4.10: Autocorrelation curves of the scan series on the SWCNT in Figure 4.8. From
scan 1 to scan 4, the autocorrelation function has a faster decrease with X, because the
photo-induced defects quench the PL in individual short segments, bringing more periodi-
city to the PL intensity profile. Therefore autocorrelation function tends to yield a smaller
correlation length.
cing the correlation length of the PL intensity. In addition, from the autocorrelation curves
we can see peaks in the autorcorrelation functions indicating that intensity fluctuations
happen mostly on the scale of 50 - 100 nm.
In conclusion, three different SWCNT samples were investigated: commercially availa-
ble CoMoCAT (6,5) SWCNTs sorted by PFO-BPy, CVD-synthesized, without treatment
(6,5) SWCNTs sorted by PFO-BPy and CoMoCAT (6,5) SWCNTs wrapped with single-
stranded DNA. We first conducted TENOM measurements on them and achieved simul-
taneously near-field Raman, PL and topography images. Although the far-field PL looked
homogeneous, their near-field PL showed pronounced intensity fluctuations. To characte-
rize the optical heterogeneity of near-field PL, we introduced a statistical parameter Cv
and compared the results from different SWCNT samples. A larger Cv represents stronger
PL intensity fluctuations, indicating a large number of exciton traps and/or defects on the
nanotube, hence a lower suitability for solar cell applications. Based on a large number
of TENOM measurements on individual nanotubes, we demonstrated that PFO-BPy is
a better wrapping agent than DNA because PFO-BPy wrapped SWCNTs are optically
more homogeneous. The post-synthesis treatment for commercial CoMoCAT nanotubes
resulted in extra defects and some CoMoCAT tubes showed high Cv values. However, the
effect from the treatment is not as strong as the wrapping polymer. We also generated
localized photo-induced defects with high laser excitation power and observed their quen-
ching behavior. Another statistical parameter, the autocorrelation G(X) characterized the
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length scale of optical heterogeneity. Our findings confirmed the great application prospect
of PFO-BPy for SWCNT sorting and provided useful information on sample synthesis and
treatment for the fabrication of all SWCNT based devices. The statistical parameters we
used are also applicable to the analysis of near-field data on other nanomaterials.
Chapter 5
Near-field and far-field Separation
via Tip-sample distance modulation
Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) is a technique for nanomaterial investi-
gation featuring high spatial resolution by exploiting the properties of evanescent waves.
Commonly used versions of SNOM include (elastic) scattering scanning near-field optical
microscopy (s-SNOM) in which elastic scattering of the laser is detected, and tip-enhanced
near-field optical microscopy (TENOM) in which Stokes-shifted signals such as Raman and
PL are detected. Both types employ a nano-antenna which is mostly based on plasmonic
nanostructures such as a noble metal tip.
Nevertheless, SNOM still confronts a few challenges. The most important one is that
although the nano-antenna provides an enhanced signal with a high spatial resolution,
the far-field background from direct laser illumination on the sample is still present. The
existence of far-field signal lowers the signal to background ratio and decreases detection
sensitivity. On the other hand, the enhancement ratio is determined by many factors in-
cluding the particular optical process of the material, the tip dipole orientation and tip
surface chemistry, thus it is variable in a wide range[7, 200]. Therefore, if the near-field
contribution is not strong in some cases, it could be covered under the far-field background
and can’t be realized at all. Figure 5.1 shows typical SWCNT confocal and near-field Ra-
man and PL images from our set up. If one takes the intensity profile across a nanotube,
it could be observed that the overall signal consists of two parts: widely spread far-field
background (black curve) and spatially confined near-field signal (red curve).
To solve this problem, some methods have been developed in the literature to increase
near-field/far-field signal ratio. A common approach is based on the signal demodulation
at the tip vibration frequency or higher harmonics using lock-in amplifiers[201, 202, 203].
This scheme is based on regular AFM probes operated in tapping mode and can’t be
directly transferred to shear-force based tuning fork systems. Also the images presen-
ted in these works typically don’t have a very high signal to background ratio. Another
way is to connect the photons with tip oscillation cycle by time-tagged photon counting
schemes[204, 205, 206]. However, the setup is usually complicated because it requires storing
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Figure 5.1: Far-field background signal is always present in conventional near-field images.
Left: Confocal and Near-field Raman and PL images of SWCNTs. Black dashed lines
represent the cross-section perpendicular to a tube. Right: Intensity profile along the white
dashed line in near-field PL image. data points are labeled by black dots. The black and
red curves represent far-field and near-field contributions respectively.
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of all photon arrival times leading to enormous amount of data. A time-gating approach
based on a cantilever AFM was presented by the Kawata group[205] in which the photons
were detected only within the time intervals of smallest and largest tip-sample distance re-
spectively using two gates. For tuning-fork based systems tip-sample distance modulation
was first demonstrated by Hoeppner and co-workers[207]. They added a low-frequency (10
- 100 Hz) set-point modulation to a tuning fork based system and rejected the background
signal through signal demodulation at this external frequency. One disadvantage is that the
modulation frequency must be low so that the feedback can follow, and this leads to slow
scanning rates. In addition, the maximum tip-sample distance is limited into the range in
which a force between tip and sample can be detected, at this point some near-field signal
still exists but gets eliminated by signal demodulation. In principle, A new scheme with
simple configuration, little tip perturbation and suitability to tuning fork-based systems is
still in demand.
Tuning fork
~1 nm
10 nm
Conventional Conguration New Conguration
a b
Figure 5.2: The schemes of conventional and new tuning fork-tip configurations. (a) Con-
ventional configuration. The tuning fork oscillation amplitude is set below 1 nm. (b) New
configuration. The tuning fork is oriented parallel with respect to sample surface and the
tip vibrates along the z direction. The oscillation amplitude needs to be large at around
10nm. To highlight the tip, its relative size with respect to the tuning fork is sketched much
larger than in the real situation.
It has been theoretically predicted and experimentally proved that the enhanced near-
field is very much confined to the tip apex within less than 10 nms range, and the field
intensity decays approximately exponentially with tip-sample distance[132, 208, 137]. Ba-
sed on this, our basic idea is to orient the tuning fork vibration perpendicular to the sample
surface and drive an oscillation amplitude larger than the near-field decay length. When
the tip gets closest to the sample, the near-field signal is “on”; when the tip moves to the
farthest point, the sample is out of the near-field interaction range and the near-field signal
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is “off”. In our conventional configuration, the tuning fork together with the tip vibrates
parallel to sample surface and we use the so-called shear-force to control tip-sample di-
stance; In the new configuration, we bend the tuning fork legs by 90◦ and orient it parallel
to sample surface so that the tip vibrates in z direction. The schemes of conventional and
new configurations are shown in Figure 5.2.
This new configuration works similar to a tapping mode AFM and the normal force
between tip and sample is used to determine the tip-sample distance. Unlike most AFM
systems which employ mechanically stable tips, we exploit soft gold tips which are needed
for efficient signal enhancement (See section 2.3). Compared with a conventional shear-
force tuning fork configuration, the normal force applied to the tip is magnitudes larger
than the shear force. This is a challenging experimental condition and the feedback needs
to be more carefully controlled.
5.1 Near-field signal extraction using Lock-in ampli-
fier
After the setup modification, the most straightforward idea is to make use of the lock-in
amplifier and extract the near-field part in phase with the tip vibration. Figure 5.3 is a
schematic diagram of the lock-in connections. The APD output goes to the input channel
and the easy PLL detector (See Figure 3.1) sends the sine wave tuning fork signal with
frequency f into the lock-in reference channel. The output of the lock-in is connected to
SPM controller and read out in the scanning software.
APD
Easy PLL 
Lock-in 
Amplier 
f~32kHz
ref in
output
input
Figure 5.3: The schematic of the lock-in amplifier connections. The Lock-in takes the APD
signal as input and the tuning fork signal as reference.
To test if the new arrangement can work as expected, we started from line scans with
increasing tuning fork/tip vibration amplitudes. Figure 5.4 (a) shows a near-field PL image
of (6,5) SWCNT achieved with the conventional configuration. This nanotube exhibited
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very bright PL and the spatial resolution is seen to be around 20 nm. After recording
the image, we switched to the new configuration, kept making the same line scan (labeled
by the white dashed line) and monitored the lock-in output under different tuning fork
signal peak values (tip vibration amplitudes). We assume the near-field intensity decays
exponentially with tip-sample distance, then the near-field PL intensity can be expressed
as:
IPL = e
− 1
L
(Z0+Zmod(cos(ωt))) = e−
Z0
L e−
Zmod
L
(cos(ωt)) (5.1)
Here L is the near-field decay length, Z0 is the average tip-sample distance and Zmod is
the tuning fork vibration amplitude or modulation depth. If we do Fourier transformation
to the function exp(−Zmod
L
(cos(ωt))), The lock-in output is proportional to the amplitude of
the first Fourier coefficient A1. We calculated how the lock-in output changes with varying
Zmod/L in Matlab. The result is plotted in Figure 5.4 (b). There is a linear relationship
when Zmod/L < 1, but the lock-in output increases faster when the tuning fork vibration
amplitude is larger than the decay length. We should note that this only applies to the case
of strong signals such as in s-SNOM. In the case of very weak emitters, the signal intensity
and the associated noise have to be considered as we will discuss in the next section. This
leads to an optimal Zmod/L ratio.
(6,5) CNT PL
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Figure 5.4: Lock-in detection of the near-field PL of a SWCNT. (a) Near-field PL image of a
single SWCNT achieved by conventional configuration. The spatial resolution is around 20
nm. (b) The calculated Lock-in output against Zmod/L. When the tip vibration amplitude
is smaller than the near-field decay length, a linear relationship between lock-in output
and Zmod/L exists. (c) Lock-in output plotted against the tuning fork signal amplitude in
the new configuration. The red line represents the linear fit.
The corresponding experimental result is plotted in Figure 5.4 (c). In the conventional
configuration, the tuning fork signal amplitude is usually set below 0.4 V with its real
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travel range less than 1 nm. Here we increased the amplitude stepwise until it approached
1.3 V which is 3-4 times the normal value. Given that the typical near-field decay length of
a gold tip is around 10 nm [132], our data points still lie within the region where Zmod/L<1
and they should follow a linear relationship. The red line in (c) represents the linear fit.
Generally there is a good agreement between the data and the linear fit. Possible error
origins are tip scattered light and noise. Hereby we confirmed the near-field signal could
be extracted and observed that the demodulated near-field signal by the lock-in increased
with the tuning fork/tip vibration amplitude.
0 kHz
35 kHz
0 nm
6 nm
0 V
5V
a b c
Figure 5.5: Near-field measurements on a single SWCNT with the new configuration. (a)
Near-field PL. The spatial resolution is around 25 nm. (b) Topography. (c) Lock-in output.
No substantial extracted signal could be observed.
After test measurements, the goal was to obtain lock-in detected near-field signal repea-
tedly and stably in a scanning image. Typical measurement results are shown in Figure 5.5.
(a) shows distinct NF PL and (b) displays clear nanotube topography together with some
features with a few nms height possibly due to residual surfactants or impurities. This
proves that the feedback is working fine and the setup can be operated in the new nor-
mal mode configuration. However, in (c) no lock-in output signal can be observed as in
Figure 5.4 (b).
The reason is that the optical signal is too weak to distinguish a substantial signal
modulation. In Figure 5.5 the near-field PL intensity is below 35 kHz, meaning that on
average we have only one photon per modulation period. Only when the count rate is way
larger than the modulation frequency 32 kHz, as the case in Figure 5.4, a significant signal
modulation can be expected. However, due to photostability issues, the PL intensity of
SWCNT usually can’t stably stay above 40 kHz in a near-field scanning image, as shown
in Figure 5.5.
To sum up, we proved that we can modify the tip vibration perpendicular to the sample
surface and successfully conducted near-field measurements in normal-mode operation. The
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lock-in amplifier, indeed, can extract the near-field contribution but only with a sufficiently
large signal, i.e. with count rates substantially larger than the modulation frequency, which
is unrealistic for SWCNTs and a wide variety of other nanomaterials. This requires us to
further develop the technique and broaden its application range.
5.2 Far-field signal separation and subtraction exploi-
ting tunable switch
In this section we will introduce how we separated the far-field background and removed
it from the detected signal employing a tunable switch. The basic idea is still the same:
the tip vibrates in z direction and we strongly drive the tuning fork so that the near-field
signal changes substantially within the tip’s travel range.
The upper part of Figure 5.6 shows an approach curve in which the PL intensity was
plotted against tip-sample distance. It was taken when the feedback was turned off and
we forced the tip to go up or down by changing the z-piezo voltage. Black crosses are the
measured data points and the red curve is a fit using an exponential decay. The decay
length is approximately 10 nm.
The lower part of Figure 5.6 displays the periodic tuning fork signal. As already men-
tioned in the previous section, the amplitude of the sine wave represents the travel range
of the tip. Since the near-field signal decays rapidly with distance, if the tip vibration am-
plitude is large enough, one can reach a distance where the near-field contribution is very
weak and the far-field signal dominates. This region is labeled in yellow. If we are able
to separate this part and remove the corresponding signal contribution from the overall
signal, what is left would be mostly the near-field part.
The separation of the far-field signal was accomplished with the help of a tunable
switch. Figure 5.7 shows how the switch works. The input channel accepts the APD TTL
pulses, and an additional reference channel takes in the tuning fork signal. The switch has a
tunable threshold. Only when the tuning fork signal magnitude is larger than its threshold,
the switch is on and TTL pulses can go through. In this way, we can distinguish the signal
generated when the tip is relatively far from the sample, and control which fraction of the
input signal goes through by adjusting the threshold value. Compared with the method
using lock-in amplifier described in the previous section, the main difference is that we can
adjust the threshold while lock-in detection corresponds to a fixed set point.
The experimental setup including the switch is shown in Figure 5.8. The Easy PLL
controller provides the tuning fork signal to the switch through the reference channel. A
copy of the APD signal goes to the input channel. In the experiment we obtain the APD
output (total signal) and switch output (far-field) simultaneously. The far-field suppressed
signal is calculated by subtracting the switch output from APD output with a scaling
factor, which will be described in the next section.
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tuning fork signal(V)
tip fartip close
switch setpoint
Figure 5.6: Upper part: PL approach curve measured on a single SWCNT using the new
configuration with the tuning fork oscillating normal to the surface. Lower part: periodical
oscillation of tuning fork & tip and its correlation with the approach curve. With a suffi-
ciently large vibrational amplitude, when the tip moves to the farthest point, the far-field
contribution dominates the signal. This range is marked in yellow.
5.2.1 Theoretical calculations
In this experiment there are two tunable variables: the modulation depth, i.e. tip vibration
amplitude Zmod and the switch threshold Zt. In order to separate the far-field signal and
meanwhile reserve the near-field contribution, these two variables need to be optimized.
We first performed theoretical calculations to find the optimal Zmod and Zt and to guide
the following experiments.
Our model is based on the following assumptions:
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Switch setpoint
APD output
Switch output
 o  o on  on on
Tuning fork signal
Figure 5.7: An illustration explaining how the switch works. It is on only when the tuning
fork signal is larger than the setpoint. One can tune the setpoint to determine which part
of the detected APD counts pass through.
 The near-field signal intensity features an exponential decay with distance. The decay
length is called L. From figure 5.6 this is a fair assumption, and we start with L =
10nm.
 The far-field background is constant with time.
 The smallest tip-sample distance is a fixed value l. We start with l = 2nm.
 We only consider the shot noise associated with the detection of Poisson distributed
photons. If I is the measured signal, the shot noise follows dI ∼
√
I [209].
 A certain dark count IDC exists.
Besides Zmod and Zt, we define Z0 as the average tip-sample distance when the tip is
at mid-point. It’s easy to find Z0 = Zmod + l. tt is defined as the time when the tuning fork
signal equals the threshold value for the first time, Zmod · cos(tt) = Zt. T is the vibration
period. These variables are shown in Figure 5.9.
In one vibrational period, the total signal Izm can be expressed as:
Izm =
∫ T
0
e−
1
L
(z0+Zmodcos(wt))dt+ IDC (5.2)
The output signal of the switch is calculated by the same integral, although limited to
the time interval 0 to tt. The factor 2 takes into account the second period in which the
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Figure 5.8: Experimental setup with the switch connected. The tuning fork signal is pro-
vided by the Easy PLL controller. We monitor the APD output and switch output at the
same time. The far-field suppressed signal is calculated by subtracting the switch output
from APD output with a scaling factor, which will be described in the next section.
tuning fork signal surpasses Zt (see Figure 5.9). For the dark signal IDC we need to take a
scaling factor c = T/(2tt) into consideration, so we have:
Izt = 2
∫ tt
0
e−
1
L
(z0+Zmodcos(wt))dt+ IDC/c (5.3)
The total far-field signal is c times of Izt, thus the background subtracted signal S =
Izm − c · Izt
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Figure 5.9: An illustration of the parameters used in the calculation.
The noise of S is:
dS =
√
(
∂S
∂Izm
)2(dIzm)2 + (
∂S
∂Izt
)2(dIzt)2 =
√
(dIzm)2 + c2(dIzt)2 =
√
Izm + c2Izt (5.4)
The final signal to noise ratio is S/dS:
S/dS =
Izm − c · Izt√
Izm + c2Izt
(5.5)
In a first step, we ignore the effect of IDC , i.e. we set IDC = 0. Then we plotted signal
S, signal to noise ratio S/dS against the modulation depth Zmod and the threshold value
Zt/Zmod in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Calculated S and S/dS against the modulation depth Zmod and the switch
threshold Zt/Zmod when IDC = 0.
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In the left part of Figure 5.10, we could see that the far-field background subtracted
signal remarkably drops with larger modulation depth, because the near-field intensity
decays very fast in z direction. Even a small increase of Zmod requires a very large Zt/Zmod
value to make up for the loss of near-field signal. However, in the right part of Figure 5.10,
we don’t have the best signal to noise ratio when signal is the strongest. Instead, the
largest S/dS appears at the point with Zmod ≈ 15nm, Zt/Zmod ≈ 0.65. This means that
the optimal Zmod and Zt/Zmod always come from a compromise. If Zmod is too large or
Zt/Zmod is too small, we lose the signal enhancement because the tip is too far away or
the near-field is subtracted together with the background; if Zmod is too small or Zt/Zmod
is too large, i.e. the time interval in which the far-field contribution is determined (2× tt)
becomes very short and hence c becomes very large, the shot noise becomes substantial
and reduces the S/N ratio.
Next we investigated how S/dS is affected by different levels of the dark count IDC . The
results are shown in Figure. 5.11. From left to right IDC was set to be 0, 1% of maximum
Izm and 10% of maximum Izm respectively.
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Figure 5.11: Calculated signal to noise ratio S/dS against the modulation depth Zmod and
the switch threshold Zt/Zmod under different dark count levels. From left to right, IDC was
set as 0, 1% of maximum Izm and 10% of maximum Izm respectively.
Figure. 5.11 shows that the existence of dark counts lowers the S/N ratio and reduces
the optimal value of both Zmod and Zt/Zmod. In equation 5.5, IDC is canceled out in S
and only exists in dS =
√
Izm + c2Izt. With a moderate IDC , we just need to reduce
c a little to compensate the extra noise signal in Izm and Izt, therefore in Figure 5.11(b)
Zt/Zmod drops a bit. However, with a strong IDC both Izm and Izt gets much larger, besides
reducing c one must also decrease Zmod to have a substantial near-field signal. That’s why
we observe a clear shift in Figure 5.11(c). This also reminds us to suppress the dark counts
in experiments.
Subsequently we studied the influence of the smallest tip-sample distance l which in-
dicates how close the tip can approach the sample surface. IDC is kept constant at 1% of
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the near-field signal (as in Figure. 5.11(b)), l is set as 2 nm, 5 nm and 10 nm respectively.
Figure. 5.12 displays the calculation results.
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Figure 5.12: Calculated signal to noise ratio S/dS against the modulation depth Zmod and
the switch threshold Zt/Zmod with different smallest tip-sample distance l. From (a) to (c),
l equals to 2 nm, 5 nm, 10 nm.
A greater tip-sample distance means the tip is farther away and the effective near-field
signal gets lower, therefore the best S/N ratio drops from (a) to (c). We also noticed that
the optimal Zmod doesn’t depend on l but the optimal Zt/Zmod slightly decreases with l
going from 2 nm to 10 nm. With the same modulation depth, a greater l means the tip is
generally closer to far-field region, so Zt/Zmod needs to be reduced to distinguish the far-
field contribution. Generally, the effect of l is not very strong. This is somewhat surprising
given the rapid exponential decay of the near-field contribution with a decay length of 10
nm.
Finally we looked at the impact of the near-field decay length L. We fixed l = 2 nm
and IDC as 1% of the near-field intensity, then did the calculations with L = 5 nm, 10 nm
and 15 nm. The range of Zmod is from 0 to 4L. The outcome is illustrated in Figure 5.13.
The first conclusion is that an ascending decay length L brings a larger S/N ratio,
because the near-field signal decays slower and gets stronger with respect to far-field coun-
terpart and noise. Regardless of the difference of the modulation depth range (y-axis),
these three figures exhibit a very similar pattern. The best S/N ratio always shows up
when Zmod ≈ 1.5L and Zt/Zmod ≈ 0.6. This indicates Zt/Zmod is independent from L but
Zmod strongly relies on L. Basically, the modulaion depth must be larger than L so that
tip can enter far-field dominated region, but meanwhile it can’t be too large to lose signal
enhancement. In our model, 1.5 times of decay length seems to be the trade-off point. The
strong dependence of Zmod on L agrees with previous work[203].
All of the aforementioned calculations were done in Matlab. The Matlab script is atta-
ched in appendix A.
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Figure 5.13: Calculated signal to noise ratio S/dS against the modulation depth Zmod and
the switch threshold Zt/Zmod with different near-field decay length L. From left to right,
L was set as 5 nm, 10 nm, 15 nm.
To sum up, we looked into how the S/N ratio changes as a function of Zmod and
Zt/Zmod under various conditions. It was revealed that a lower noise level, a larger near-
field decay length and a smaller minimum tip-sample distance promote a better S/N ratio.
Furthermore, these factors also have a huge effect on the optimal modulation depth and
switch threshold. For instance, the optimal Zmod firmly depends on the near-field decay
length with a relationship Zmod ≈ 1.5L. Dark counts and other sources of noise could take
both Zmod and Zt/Zmod down to a large extent. The calculations provided us with valuable
guidelines for parameters selection in the experiments.
5.2.2 Experimental Realization
We applied the new scheme (presented in section 5.2.1) to PL detection of SWCNTs. In
the experiments we obtained the APD signal Izm and switch output Izt simultaneously
from two data channels (See Figure 5.8), then we calculated the background subtracted
signal using S = Izm − c · Izt. Representative data are presented in Figure 5.14.
Figure 5.14 (a) shows the total APD signal (total output). The spatial resolution is
seen to be about 25 nm. Both sharp near-field PL of the nanotube and considerable far-
field background could be observed. Figure 5.14 (b) illustrates the switch output which is
dominated by the far-field signal. This means the extraction of far-field contribution works.
Figure 5.14 (c) is the background subtracted signal. The far-field background is remarkably
reduced and the profile of the nanotube PL is much more clear than in (a).
To further confirm the separation of the near-field signal, we looked at the intensity
profile (labeled by blue dashed line) crossing the nanotube in the total ouput and the
background subtracted images. They are shown in Figure 5.14 (d) and (e). The profile in
(a) consists of two parts: a spatially confined sharp near-field peak and a widely spread far-
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Figure 5.14: (a) APD signal includes both near-field and far-field signal. (b) Switch output
is dominated by far-field contribution. (c) background subtracted signal S = Izm − c · Izt.
Far-field background is significantly reduced. (d) The intensity profile along the nanotube
in (a). Both near-field and far-field signal could be observed. Far-field signal exhibits a
quasi-Gaussian peak. (e) The intensity profile crossing the nanotube in (c). The spatially
confined near-field peak is reserved and the background counts fluctuate around 0.
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field background. The background can be fitted using a Gaussian peak function (red dashed
line in (d)). After subtraction, in (e) the near-field peak persists but the background counts
fluctuate around 0, indicating that the far-field part is greatly suppressed. The signal to
background ratio in (c) is significantly higher than the original image (a).
In this measurement the tuning fork signal peak was 2V, and the real tip amplitude
is estimated to be around 10 nm[210, 182]. The switch threshold was set with Zt/Zmod ≈
0.8. It is a little different from the optimal value predicted in section 5.2.1. The possible
reason for this deviation could be the scattered light from the gold tip and the potential
interference between light scattered by tip and sample, which were not included in our
model. They could modify the signal and alter the S/N ratio.
In conclusion, we implemented a new tuning fork configuration in which the the tip
oscillates normal to the sample surface in our TENOM setup and successfully conducted
near-field measurements on SWCNT PL with the new configuration. In order to separate
near-field and far-field contributions, we explored two different approaches: first, using a
lock-in amplifier to extract the near-field signal and second, implementing a tunable switch
to determine the far-field signal. With the first method, we observed that the extracted
near-field signal increased with a larger tip vibration amplitude. However, this method re-
quires the count rate of the input signal to be much greater than the tuning fork frequency
32 kHz, and the limited photo-stability of SWCNT PL prevents us from achieving a com-
plete scanning image. The second method involves a switch with a tunable threshold above
which the input signal can go through. We first performed a series of theoretical model
calculations to find the optimal modulation depth Zmod and switch threshold Zt/Zmod. It
was found that the optimal Zmod and Zt/Zmod values are determined from a comprise bet-
ween a substantial signal enhancement and a reasonable shot noise level. The dark counts
and other noises can stiffly bring down both values. Under a certain noise level, Zmod only
depends on the decay length L and Zt/Zmod only relies on the smallest tip-sample distance
l. Then the new configuration was applied to SWCNT PL imaging. We proved that the
signal to background ratio was drastically enhanced after subtraction of the far-field si-
gnal. Our calculation is applicable to all s-SNOM setups and can provide insight on the
tip-sample distance selection for near-field measurements. Although the experiments were
focused on PL, our technique is ready to be used for other spectroscopic processes such
as Raman scattering or absorption. It is expected to find applications for a wide range of
nanomaterials, especially the ones with weak optical response which require high detection
sensitivity.
Summary and Outlook
In this thesis, we utilized the advantages of TENOM to investigate the optical and optoelec-
tronic properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), then further modified the
configuration for an enhanced signal to background ratio and a higher detection sensitivity.
In the first part of the thesis, simultaneous near-field Raman, PL and topography
images were recorded on individual polymer wrapped SWCNTs. The uniform near-field
Raman intensity indicated the structural homogeneity of the nanotubes. On the contra-
ry, the near-field PL intensity showed substantial fluctuations along the nanotube, which
could not be observed in confocal images. The PL intensity fluctuation reflects the quen-
ching effect from defects, nanotube ends or charges and exciton localization due to a local
energy minima. The level of PL intensity fluctuation was quantitatively evaluated by a
newly introduced statistical parameter Cv. A larger value of Cv means a stronger fluctuati-
on and indicates a more frequent occurrence of exciton trapping and quenching sites. The
comparison of Cv values from different SWCNT samples reveals important information on
the sample quality and polymer/SWCNT interaction. In the literature a large number of
polymers/surfactants have been used to prevent the aggregation of SWCNTs and sort out
a single chirality for practical applications. In our work, we studied SWCNT samples with
two commonly used wrapping agents, PFO-BPy and single stranded DNA. In addition, to
look into the possible effect of post-synthesis treatment, we used both commercially availa-
ble CoMoCAT nanotubes (with acid treatment to remove catalysts) and CVD-synthesized
nanotubes (without treatment). Based on the measurement data on a sufficient number of
individual SWCNTs, it was found that PFO-BPy wrapped SWCNTs generally showed a
smaller Cv value than DNA-wrapped ones, therefore PFO-BPy is a more suitable wrapping
agent for the applications that require exciton diffusion such as organic solar cells. In addi-
tion, PFO-BPy wrapped CoMoCAT and CVD-synthesized SWCNTs exhibited similar Cv
average values but the CoMoCAT nanotubes had a wider distribution. This indicates that
the intrinsic properties of SWCNT don’t have a strong influence and PFO-BPy wrapping
can improve the optical homogeneity of nanotubes with a moderate defect concentration.
The significance of the aforementioned work lies in the following aspects: (1) To our
knowledge, this is the first time the near-field PL intensity variation is quantitatively
characterized and connected to the polymer/SWCNT interaction. The statistical parameter
introduced in our analysis is ready to be applied to other 1D or 2D nanomaterials. (2) We
compared the effects from different wrapping agents and post-synthesis treatment. This
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provides useful information for the fabrication of SWCNT-based devices.
Possible error sources include: (1) the far-field background which is always present in
the near-field images recorded with the used scheme. Although we selected the images with
a large signal enhancement factor, i.e. the near-field intensity should be much larger than
the confocal background, the far-field signal could still slightly change the Cv value. (2) The
possible blinking of nanotubes during measurement. This could cause an abrupt change in
PL intensity. Based on that, we suggest the following steps for further investigations: (1)
Refine the technique to suppress the influence of far-field background. This is realized in
the second part of the thesis. (2) Conduct the measurement at low temperature in vacuum
or inert gas. Firstly, this could significantly suppress the blinking or bleaching, which is
usually assisted by oxygen or water in the air. Secondly, this would enable us to get clear
spectroscopic data. There were some attempts for spectroscopic imaging, i.e. recording the
emission energy along the nanotube. However, in order to collect a substantial signal, we
had to use a high excitation power and long integration time, and most of the experiments
were not successful due to photobleaching. Moreover, at room temperature the PL peak
from single nanotubes is quite broad owing to exciton-phonon interactions (See section
4.2). At low temperature the PL linewidth would decrease and emission energy shift is
easier to be observed. (3) Include more types of wrapping agents and enlarge the dataset.
Only two types of wrapping agents were compared in this work. There are other widely
used surfactants such as DOC well worth studying. Furthermore, it is known that different
PFO derivatives show selectivity for different SWCNT chiralities, like PFO for (7,5) and
PFO-BPy for (6,5), thus it would be interesting to compare the wrapping effect between
them.
In the second part of the thesis, we implemented a new tuning fork configuration in
which the tip oscillates normal to the sample surface. In this way, the normal-force between
tip and sample, which is magnitudes larger than the shear-force, is used to control the
tip-sample distance. For a long time the gold tip has been considered not fit for normal-
force feedback due to its softness. However, we showed that with careful handling, TENOM
measurements could also be successfully conducted with the new configuration. As the next
step, we drove a large tip oscillation amplitude and explored two approaches to separate
the near-field and far-field signal. The first approach is the signal demodulation at the
tip vibration frequency using a lock-in amplifier. We found that this method is useful only
when the count rate of the input signal is much greater than the tuning fork frequency of 32
kHz. The second approach involves a switch with a tunable threshold above which the input
signal can pass. The idea is to extract a certain part of the far-field signal and subtract the
far-field contribution from the overall signal with a scaling factor. In this approach there
are two variable parameters: the modulation depth Zmod and the switch threshold Zt/Zmod.
Through a series of theoretical calculations, we found that the optimal Zmod and Zt/Zmod
values are determined from a comprise between a substantial signal enhancement and a
reasonable shot noise level. A higher level of dark counts and other noises would bring down
both optimal values. Below a certain noise level, Zmod only depends on the decay length
L of the enhanced near-field and Zt/Zmod only relies on the smallest tip-sample distance l.
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Finally the new configuration was applied to PL imaging of SWCNT, and we proved that
the signal to background ratio was significantly improved after subtraction of the far-field
signal.
The significance of this part of work lies in the following aspects: (1) we demonstrated
that our TENOM setup can be operated using the new configuration with normal-force
feedback, (2) our theoretical calculations provided general guidelines for parameters selec-
tion in SNOM measurements, and (3) we developed a new approach to enhance the signal
to background ratio in TENOM measurements and experimentally proved it. Suggestions
for further investigations include: (1) A supplement measurement for the real amplitude of
tuning fork. Knowing the real modulation depth would enable us to optimize the switch
threshold Zt/Zmod according to the calculation. (2) Extend the application of this techni-
que to 2D nanomaterials. Compared with 1D nanomaterials like SWCNT, the near-field
signal of 2D materials is more difficult to detect because of the larger far-field background.
We believe that our technique would have great application prospects in this field.
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Appendix: Matlab Scripts
Script A
The relationship between lock-in amplifier output with tip modulation depth Zt/Zmod
(Please see section 5.1 figure 5.4).
function [f, yf, yy] = fourierOfTip(k, omega)
noPoints = 2ˆ18;
dt = 2*pi/ omega / 100;
df = 1/dt/noPoints;
t = (0:noPoints-1) * dt;
y = exp(-k*cos(omega * t));
f = (0:noPoints-1) * df;
yf = dt * fft(y);
yy = sum (dt* y);
end
k = 0.2;
[f, yf, yy] = fourierOfTip(k, 1.885e5);
plot(f, abs(yf))
xlim([0,10])
ks = 0. : 0.01: 2;
res = 0 * ks;
m = 0* ks;
for i = 1:length(ks)
[f, yf, yy] = fourierOfTip(ks(i), 1.885e5);
res(i) = sum(abs(yf(1.336e5:1.338e5)));
m(i) = res(i) /yy;
end
figure(2)
plot(ks, res)
We note it again that this model ignores the shot noise and only applies to very strong
signals.
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Script B
The calculation of optical modulation depth and switch threshold (See section 5.2.1)
clear all
wtsteps=100;
%omega*t
wt=linspace(0,2*pi,wtsteps);
%ztzm z threshold / z modulation
nztzm=100;
ztzm=linspace(0,1,nztzm);
%exponential decay length
L=10;
%modulation steps
nzm=100;
%modulation depth zm
zm=linspace(0,4*L,nzm);
%l
l=2;
%z0
z0=zm+l;
%Total Intensity with modulation
Izm=zeros(1,nzm);
%Intensity obove threshold
Izt=zeros(nzm,nztzm);
%Signal
S=zeros(nzm,nztzm);
%Variance as sqrt(s)
DS=zeros(nzm,nztzm);
%far-field in one period, this value doesn’t depend on any parameter
FF=exp(-l/L);
%Dark counts
%DC=sum(exp(-1/L*(z0(1)+zm(1).*cos(wt))))./100;
%this DC depends on l, exp(-l/L)
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DC=wtsteps*exp(-2/L)./100
%DC=0;
%t threshold /2
wtt=round(acos(ztzm).*wtsteps/(2*pi));
%scaling factor
c=wtsteps./(4*wtt);
for n=1:nzm
Izm(n)=sum(exp(-1/L*(z0(n)+zm(n).*cos(wt))))+DC;
for m=1:nztzm
Izt(n,m)=2.*sum(exp(-1/L*(z0(n)+zm(n).*cos(wt(1:wtt(m))))))+DC.*(1/c(m));
S(n,m)=Izm(n)-c(m).*Izt(n,m);
DS(n,m)=sqrt(Izm(n)+c(m).2̂.*Izt(n,m));
end
end
SDS=S./DS;
figure(1)
imagesc(ztzm,zm,SDS)
colormap (hot)
colorbar
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